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Introduction
Light-matter interactions occur everywhere around us at any time. Photons
emitted by the sun are continuously reaching our planet making objects vis-
ible, providing energy to the surface of the earth, stimulating photosynthesis
in plants and bacteria, dictating biological rhythms in animals. The study of
light-matter interactions directly leads to a better understanding of the world
surrounding us. At the same time, we can also learn how to exploit these phe-
nomena in our favor. Artificial light sources, solar cells, optical fibers are all
widely used technologies that make direct use of light-matter interactions.
Ultrafast nanophotonics
Nanophotonics concerns itself with the manipulation of light-matter inter-
actions on the nanometer scale. Boosted by the tremendous development
of nanotechnology and nanofabrication, nanophotonics is today a thriving
research field. Solid state nano-emitters made of semiconductors, metallic
nanoparticles that function as antennas for light, nano-apertures that squeeze
light into nanometric volumes, waveguides that propagate light between two
different points are all commonly used elements in nanophotonics. Applica-
tions of this field include: optical communications and optical integrated cir-
cuits, high-quality biological sensors and biological imaging, super-resolution
optical microscopy, photovoltaics and photodetectors, just to name a few.
The study of the fundamental interactions between light and nanometer-
sized objects is an important stage for the design of better structures and the
development of new applications. In a simple picture, when photons interact
with a nanoparticle, they induce a time dependent polarization, or a charge
separation in the material, after which the system quickly relaxes towards the
equilibrium. The time resolution is therefore relevant for a correct description
of the interaction. Moreover, the evolution of the system usually depends on
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the specific properties of the nanoparticle considered, such as size, shape and
material. A bottom-up experimental approach is thus necessary for a com-
plete understanding of these phenomena. Only by observing nanoparticles
one at a time with high temporal resolution can one access the fundamen-
tals of light-matter interactions. This thesis is precisely about unveiling and
controlling ultrafast processes occurring in individual nanoparticles.
In recent years, several research groups have developed different experi-
mental techniques to observe light-matter interactions with high spatial and
temporal resolution [1–14], with our group being very active in the the study
of the ultrafast and coherent dynamics of individual molecules and molecu-
lar systems [15–19]. The practical realization of these experiments however, is
very demanding as delivering the desired ultrashort laser pulses to nanomet-
ric volumes, which is an essential experimental requirement, is a complicated
task. The first goal of the thesis is thus to provide a reliable solution to such a
problem and develop a robust and easy to operate experimental scheme ca-
pable of addressing ultrafast and ultrasmall processes simultaneously. This
scheme, which combines ultrashort phase-controlled laser pulses with high
resolution microscopes, is at the basis of all the experiments described here.
Nonlinear coherent control at the nanoscale
The objective of this work is not only to observe but also to manipulate light-
matter interactions on the nanoscale. There are two possible approaches to
this problem: one can either act on the side of the excitation source, chang-
ing the properties of the laser field (like pulse duration, phase, polarization,
intensity), or on the side of the investigated object, fabricating different struc-
tures (in size, shape, material) that interact differently with the electromag-
netic field. Researchers have mainly focused on the latter, and a great va-
riety of nanostructures are today easily available for many different applica-
tions. However, to fully exploit the potential of nanophotonics, we need to act
on both sides and master interactions of light with nanoparticles by control-
ling the laser field. This, for instance, could allow researchers to switch light
from one side to another of an asymmetric nanostructure, to address different
nanoparticles at different times within the same sample, to combine super-
resolution optical microscopy with femtosecond temporal resolution.
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Coherent and incoherent nanoparticles
The ability of influencing the outcome of certain light-matter interactions
by using precisely tailored laser fields is often referred to as coherent control
[20–27]. A common implementation of such a concept, is based on the use of
ultrashort laser pulses, whose spectral phase and amplitude are manipulated,
to induce the desired effect in the system under study. Among the possible
optical observables, nonlinear processes are intrinsically related to the phase
of the excitation field and therefore are expected to be highly affected by co-
herent control [24, 26].
Coherent control concepts have been so far mainly applied to ensembles
of systems (for instance atoms, molecules or quantum dots). Here, the main
goal is to extend them to the manipulation of light-matter interactions at the
nanoscale, which is a largely unexplored research area. The study of nonlinear
optical processes in individual nanoparticles under ultrafast coherent control
is at the heart of this thesis.
Coherent and incoherent nanoparticles
In a simple description, the nanoparticles (NPs) investigated throughout the
thesis can be divided into two categories: coherent and incoherent NPs. Co-
herent NPs present an intrinsic response, i.e. an amplitude and/or phase re-
sponse, which can be resolved by the laser field. They are in general NPs res-
onant with the excitation field, with a sufficiently narrow (narrower than the
laser spectrum) resonance. Resonant plasmonic nanoantennas constitute the
main example of coherent NPs studied in the thesis. Incoherent NPs can be
either non-resonant NPs, or NPs characterized by a very broad (much broader
than the laser spectrum) resonance. Dielectric nonlinear NPs and semicon-
ductor quantum dots (QDs) with broad absorptions are the incoherent NPs
addressed here.
Even if coherent NPs are the most interesting, incoherent NPs are of cru-
cial importance aswell. Because in this case the nonlinear interactionwith the
laser fieldmainly depends on the laser itself, theseNPs provide a safe platform
to test the predictions of coherent control as well as our abilities to extend it
to the nanoscale. Throughout the thesis, incoherent NPs are used to design,
build, and perform proof of principle coherent control experiments.
3
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Fig. 1: An ultrashort laser pulse interacts with NPs. By fabricating suitable nanos-
tructures, the resonances can be tuned to overlap with the laser spectrum. Precisely
tailored laser fields can actively control light-matter interactions in resonant NPs.
Nonlinear interactions in coherent NPs instead, depend both on the laser
field (in amplitude and phase) and on their resonant response. Interesting ef-
fects arise from the interaction between coherent NPs and specifically tailored
laser fields, and ultrafast coherent control schemes can be used tomanipulate
them. By combining this ability with the precise fabrication of suitable nanos-
tructures, with resonances precisely tuned to overlap with the laser spectrum,
novel applications in nanophotonics, especially in the field of multiphoton
imaging can be developed.
Thesis outline
This thesis is organized as follows:
• In Chap. 1 I describe the experimental setup used as well as the theo-
retical background that is needed for a correct understanding of all the
experiments presented in the thesis.
• In Chap. 2 I introduce the use of incoherent dielectric NPs capable of
generating second harmonic (SH) to obtain control over ultrafast pulses
on very small spatial scales. This experiment provides the basis for real
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coherent control at the nanoscale.
• In Chap. 3 I address the second harmonic generation (SHG) from truly
coherent plasmonic nanoantennas. In the first part of the chapter I
present the measurement of their intrinsic resonant response (both in
phase and amplitude). I then discuss the possibility of using plasmonic
nanoantennas to create customized SH spectra in nanometric volumes.
This can be exploited for an improved imaging technique based onmul-
ticolor SH labels.
• In Chap. 4 I present the study of the nonlinear absorption process in
semiconductor QDs, which are real quantum emitters (single photon
sources) in the solid state. I describe the realization of one of the first
closed loop phase control experiments that demonstrates, by using in-
dividual QDs and a novel optimization algorithm, coherent control at
the level of single molecules and quantum emitters.
• In Chap. 5 I switch again to the investigation of plasmonic nanoanten-
nas, this time considering their nonlinear absorption and emission of
photons. I first present an experimental study of the two-photon ab-
sorption process in nanoantennas, from which the presence of a coher-
ent regime accessible by ultrashort laser pulses is deduced. I then dis-
cuss the design and realization of a real closed loop coherent control
experiment on single nanoantennas.
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CHAPTER 1
Experimental setup and
background concepts
In this chapter I introduce the experimental setup used in all the experiments
described in the thesis that enables the study of ultrafast and ultrasmall prop-
erties of matter, at the same time providing an active element to exercise control
over nonlinear processes. I then review the main difficulties associated with
such experimental setup, which are related to the propagation of ultrashort
pulses through dispersive materials. I give a short theoretical description of this
phenomenon and introduce the basic mathematical formalism used through-
out the thesis. Finally, I present the basics of the pulse compressionmethod that
will be extensively used in the next chapters.
1. Experimental setup and background concepts
All the experiments described throughout the thesis were based on the same
experimental setup, which consisted of three main components:
• an ultrafast laser source that produced 15fs pulses;
• a pulse shaper that controlled the spectral phase of the laser field;
• a confocal microscope that allowed the investigation of nonlinear ef-
fects in individual nanoparticles.
Combining an ultrashort phase-controlled laser pulse with a confocal micro-
scope therefore constituted our experimental approach to the study and con-
trol of light-matter interactions with femtosecond and nanometer resolution.
However, this combination has inherent challenges that need to be addressed
before performing any experiment. Propagating an ultrafast pulse through
optical components such as microscope objectives, greatly distorts the spec-
tral phase and therefore the temporal profile of the pulse. Any experiment
that is designed to use ultrashort pulses with dielectric optics has to face this
challenge and provide a solution to it. A great advantage of the use of a pulse
shaper is that, as well as making it possible to control light-matter interac-
tions, it enables the compensation of phase distortions in the focus of the mi-
croscope.
1.1 Laser and pulse shaper
The laser source was a commercial (MenloSystems) Titanium Sapphire laser
designed to produce 15fs laser pulses at a repetition rate of 85MHz and with
average power of ª 350mW. In the spectral domain, the laser field was cen-
tered around 800nm, with a bandwidth of ª 100nm. In order to control the
spectral phase and thus the temporal shape of the laser pulse we used a pulse
shaper (adapted from MIIPS-box; Biophotonics Solutions) arranged in a 4- f
configuration, with a liquid crystal spatial light modulator (SLM) as the ac-
tive control element. This approach has proven to be successful in the syn-
thesis and control of customized ultrafast pulses [28–37]. The schematic of a
general 4- f pulse shaper arranged in transmission geometry is illustrated in
Fig. 1.1. The laser beam comes from the left side of the figure and is dispersed
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1.1. Laser and pulse shaper
by a diffraction grating. The diffraction grating is placed exactly at one focal
distance f away from a spherical mirror that focuses every frequency compo-
nent at another focal distance f in its Fourier plane. An active element, in this
case an SLM, is placed at this precise position. After the SLM another set of
a spherical mirror and a grating recombines all the frequencies into a single
collimated beam. In the absence of anymodulating element, the pulse shaper
is dispersion free, and the output pulse is identical to the input one. Placing a
spatial mask like an SLM in the Fourier plane gives the possibility of changing
the phase and/or the amplitude of each frequency component, therefore en-
abling active pulse shaping. As a result, the output pulse is in general different
form the input one. Pulse shaping can be used to create the shortest possi-
ble pulses (Fourier limited pulses), or a train of identical pulses, or even more
complicated pulse structures.
SLM
Gratings
Chirped pulse Compressed pulse
Spherical mirror 1 Spherical mirror 2
Fig. 1.1: Schematic of a 4- f pulse shaper. In this case the pulse shaper is used to
compress in time a chirped pulse.
The SLM used in the experiments was composed by two liquid crystal
masks, each of which divided into 640 pixels, whose voltage could be individ-
ually manipulated. We used the pulse shaper in a folded geometry [34, 36], in
which a mirror placed behind the SLM reflected the beam back to the spheri-
calmirror and the grating. This configuration is easier to align and theworking
principles are the same as for the transmission geometry of Fig. 1.1. In order to
address coherent light-matter interactions, we performed only phase shaping
and did not modulate the amplitude of the laser field.
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1.2 Confocal microscope
Confocal microscopy was first patented byMarvinMinsky [38] and is a widely
used optical technique to achieve high spatial resolution and contrast in mi-
croscopy. Confocal microscopy uses point illumination to excite a sample
through amicroscope objective and raster scans the illumination with respect
to the sample to produce two dimensional optical images. The signal emit-
ted by the sample is collected through a microscope objective, which can be
the same as the one used for excitation, and projected onto a pinhole that has
the function of rejecting the out-of-focus signal that does not come from the
sample plane.
Shaped pulse
Piezoelectric Scanner
Sample with
nanoparticles
1.3 NA objective
Dichroic mirror
Nonlinear
signal
Pulse shaper
APD
Photodetector
Fig. 1.2: Basic sketch of the confocalmicroscope used in the experiments. The phase-
shaped laser beam is reflected by a dichroic mirror and enters an oil immersion ob-
jective. The light emitted by the sample is collected through the sameobjective, trans-
mitted by the dichroic and focused on an APD.
The actual arrangement used in the experiments is sketched in Fig. 1.2.
The ultrafast laser pulse, after phase manipulation by the pulse shaper, was
sent to a 1.3 numerical aperture (NA) oil immersion objective, that focused
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light to a diffraction limited spot (∏ 310nm diameter) on a sample containing
the investigated NPs. In order to study one NP at a time, their concentration
in the sample was sufficiently low to avoidmore than one NP at the same time
inside the diffraction limited focus of the objective. In the configuration used,
the sample was raster scanned with respect to the objective, using piezoelec-
tric scanners. The nonlinear signal from the NPs (second harmonic genera-
tion or two-photon induced photoluminescence) was collected by the same
objective in a reflection geometry and sent to the photodetectors. The excita-
tion and emission beams were separated by a dichroic mirror and additional
spectral filters. The emitted signal was focused with a system of lenses on the
detector, an avalanche photodiode (APD) for single photon detection. The ac-
tive area of the APD together with the system of lenses was chosen such that
the image of the APDon the sample planewas a diffraction limited spot. Thus,
effectively, the APD itself worked as a pinhole, rejecting all the light that did
not come from the desired sample plane and providing the highest spatial res-
olution. The signal from the sample could also be directed to a spectrometer
equipped with an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (CCD) camera
for spectral measurements of very weak signals.
As alreadymentioned, the combination of an ultrafast pulse and a highNA
objective is challenging in itself as the laser pulse has to travel through a big
amount of glass before reaching the sample, which results in a dispersed laser
pulse. The rest of this chapter describes how a pulse changes upon interaction
with dispersive elements and how to practically solve this problem.
1.3 Ultrafast pulses propagating
through dispersivemedia
Ultrafast laser pulses are characterized by a broad spectral content, i.e. many
frequency components coexist at the same time. Materials like glass have
a frequency dependent refractive index, which implies that every frequency
component travels through the material with a different speed, resulting in a
distortion of the original pulse [39–42]. Related to a frequency dependent re-
fractive index are also certain spatial distortions that an ultrafast laser beam
might undergo after interacting with a medium. All these effects are briefly
discussed here.
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1.3.1 Phase distortions
I assume a linearly polarized electric field, so that only one field component
has to be considered. The time dependent electric filed can be written as
E(t )= 1
2
p
I (t )ei [!0t°¡(t )]+ c.c. (1.1)
I (t ) and¡(t ) are the temporal intensity andphase of the pulse;!0 is the carrier
frequency and c.c. means complex conjugate and it is required to make the
field real. However, it is easier to describe the propagation of an electric field in
the frequency rather than time domain. Fourier transforming Eq. (1.1) yields
the frequency dependent electric field
E(!)=
Z
E(t )e°i!t d t =
p
S(!)e°i'(!) (1.2)
Here I have introduced the laser spectrum S(!) and the spectral phase '(!),
which are the quantities used in the rest of the thesis, often in the wavelength
domain instead of versus frequency. Suppose that the pulse propagates in the
z direction and that at z = 0, the initial phase of the pulse is zero. At every
position z after the origin every frequency component acquires an additional
phase '(!)= k(!)z. The pulse at ! and z can be written as:
E(!,z)= E(!,z = 0)e°ik(!)z (1.3)
The quantity k(!) describes the frequency dependent response of thematerial
the laser pulse propagates through. k(!) is in general a complex function that
can be written in the form k(!) = Ø(!)° iÆ(!). The term Æ(!) describes the
absorption in the material whereas Ø(!) gives the dispersion and it is related
to the refractive index n(!) of the material through Ø(!) = n(!)!c , where c is
the speed of light in vacuum. Let me now only focus on the dispersion term
andmake the approximation that the laser bandwidth¢! associated with the
spectrum S(!) is narrow enough so that for every ! in the laser spectral band
the condition |!°!0|ø!0 ismet. For the pulses considered in this thesis this
condition holds reasonably well. In this approximation the Ø(!) coefficient
(and hence the spectral phase'(!)) can be expanded in a Taylor series around
the carrier frequency !0, keeping only the leading terms [39–41].
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Ø(!)=Ø(!0)+ dØd!
ØØØØ
!0
(!°!0)+ 12
d2Ø
d!2
ØØØØ
!0
(!°!0)2+ ... (1.4)
The zeroth order term Ø0 = Ø(!0), when multiplied by the coordinate z
gives the relative phase of the carrier wave with respect to the pulse envelope.
A change in Ø0 in the case of many cycle pulses, only slightly shifts the carrier
wave from the peak of the envelope and hence changes the electric field very
little. In the rest of the thesis, the zeroth order phase will always be set to zero,
if not explicitly stated.
The linear term Ø00 =
dØ
d!
ØØØØ
!0
= 1
vg
represents the inverse of the group ve-
locity vg which can be thought to as the velocity at which the envelope of the
laser pulse moves. The group velocity differs from the phase velocity, which
represents the velocity associated to every frequency component in the laser
pulse and is given by vp (!)= !
Ø(!)
= c
n(!)
.
The terms Ø(!0) and Ø00 are the only non-zero terms for a non-dispersive
medium, i.e. a medium with a constant refractive index. For a frequency de-
pendent refractive index more terms needs to be considered. The second or-
der term Ø000 =
d2Ø
d!2
ØØØØ
!0
determines the group velocity dispersion, responsible
for pulse spreading and chirping when propagating throughmaterials.
Linear dispersion
The next step is to show how the propagation through a medium affects a
laser pulse. Let me start here by considering materials with linear dispersion,
for which only the zeroth order and first order term in Eq. (1.4) have to be
considered. For simplicity I assume an originally gaussian pulse propagating
through amedium for a length L. At z = 0, before interactingwith themedium,
the pulse can be written as
E(t ,z = 0)= F (t ,z = 0)ei!0t = exp
∑
° t
2
2ø02
∏
ei!0t (1.5)
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F (t ,0)= exp
∑
° t
2
2ø02
∏
is the gaussian envelope function and the complex con-
jugate has been omitted for simplicity. In order to calculate the propagation
through amediumone has to Fourier transformEq. (1.5) and apply the propa-
gator e°ik(!)z . Inverse Fourier transforming leads to the time dependent pulse
at a generic position z. Detailed calculations can be found in [41]. The pulse
envelope after a length L for linear dispersion, can be written as:
F (t ,L)= F (0,L° z/vg ) (1.6)
This expression shows that the initial envelope F (0, t ) moves as a whole with
the group velocity vg = c/n, where n(!)¥ n is the constant refractive index of
the non-dispersive material. The temporal shape of the pulse is unchanged
and therefore the pulse does not get distorted when propagating in a mate-
rial with constant refractive index. Eq. (1.6) also provides additional impor-
tant information. Suppose that two identical pulses propagate through two
different materials of refractive indexes n1 and n2 but of the same thickness.
The pulses propagate with no change to their envelope, remaining identical
after the interaction with the two materials, but they experience two different
group velocities vg1 = c/n1 and vg2 = c/n2. As a consequence the two pulses
are delayed one with respect to the other. By adding a linear phase term as a
function of !, an ultrashort laser pulse can be delayed in time, without affect-
ing its temporal shape, a result that will be used in the rest of the thesis. In
the case of a single pulse, in general, the absolute time the pulse arrives at the
sample position is irrelevant. This is why, when measuring the spectral phase
of an ultrafast laser pulse, also the linear term (and not only the zeroth order
one) in ! is normally not addressed.
Quadratic dispersion
If the second order term in the Taylor expansion Eq. (1.4) is considered, the
pulse shape is no longer preserved as the pulse travels through the medium.
Instead the pulse spreads and its carrier frequency changes with time, an ef-
fect that is called chirp [39–41]. It can be shown that the new pulse width ø1
and the new instantaneous frequency !1 after propagating for a distance L in
a dispersive medium becomes:
14
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ø1 =
"
ø20+
µ
Ø000L
ø0
∂2#1/2
(1.7)
!1(t )=!0+
Ø000L
ø40+ (Ø000L)2
t (1.8)
The pulse duration is therefore longer after interacting with the medium and
increases with the length L. Also it is possible to see from Eq. (1.7) that for
the same amount of dispersion, a shorter pulse gets more distorted after the
interaction. In the limit of long initial pulses, i.e. large ø0, the correction given
by the term
µ
Ø000L
ø0
∂2
is small, whereas it grows bigger the smaller the initial
pulse duration. As already mentioned, Eq. (1.8) accounts for the chirp of the
pulse after interaction with a dispersive element. The instantaneous carrier
frequency of the pulse changes linearly with time, growing bigger or getting
smaller depending on the sign of Ø000. In the usual case, for dielectric media
and normal dispersion, Ø000 is positive, which means that the !1 increases for
longer times within the laser pulse.
Complex optical systems can introduce more complicated, i.e. higher or-
der phase distortions, which might heavily change the temporal shape of the
laser pulse. High NAmicroscope objective do in general introduce high order
phase contributions [43] and are responsible for distortions in the focal region
[44–47]. Compensating for these distortions is therefore crucial for obtaining
Fourier limited (FL) pulses.
1.3.2 Spatio-temporal coupling
Related to the dispersion of materials and pulse shaping is also the problem
of spatio-temporal coupling [26, 29, 34, 48–53]. A simple example of spatio-
temporal coupling is the so-called spatial chirp, which refers to the spatial
separation of the different frequency components in a laser beam, normally
due to propagation through dispersive optics and/or to poor alignment of the
pulse shaper. For example, a beam propagating through a tilted substrate un-
dergoes spatial chirp as its frequency components get refracted differently as
15
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they hit the substrate. Propagation through tilted surfaces must therefore be
avoided.
More complex and severe spatio-temporal coupling might result from the
4- f pulse shaper previously described (Sec. 1.1). The origin of this spatio-
temporal coupling is a combination of the physical size of the SLM pixels
(100µm in our case) and the optical resolution of the experiment [26, 29, 34,
48, 53]. After the interaction with the first grating and spherical mirror, at the
position of the SLM the laser beamhas its frequency components separated in
space. In this way the SLM can operate in the frequency domain, which is the
right domain to manipulate the spectral phase of a beam. To each frequency
component reflected by the grating and focused by the spherical mirror, can
be associated a finite spatial extent at the SLM plane, which defines the opti-
cal resolution. If the spatial extent is too large (poor optical resolution), larger
than the physical size of the SLM pixels, then one frequency component will
simultaneously interact with different pixels andwill be diffracted by the SLM.
When applying a phase mask on the SLM, different frequency components
will in general be diffracted at different angles thus preventing perfect recom-
bination of all the colors at the output of the shaper. If this type of spatio-
temporal coupling is present, the spatial profile of the beam coming out of the
shaper will depend on the spectral phase applied by the SLM, which can se-
riously alter the results of a pulse shaping experiment. In order to minimize
this effect, careful design and alignment of the pulse shaper is necessary in
order to obtain high optical resolution, where the spatial extent of every fre-
quency component matches the physical size of the SLM pixels. The optical
resolution is a function of the incoming beam size, the geometrical factors of
the grating and the focal length of the spherical mirror [26, 29, 34, 48, 53]. A
different strategy to reduce spatio-temporal coupling in certain conditions is
to operate the pulse shaper in a different configuration than the one shown
in Fig. 1.1, namely a double-pass configuration. Placing a mirror at the end
of the beam path and sending the laser beam back through the 4- f shaper,
gives the pulse double the stretching in the temporal domain and cancels cer-
tain spatial effects [29, 48, 50]. On the other hand, this configuration is more
difficult to align, reduces the output power as a consequence of the double
pass through the grating and SLM and does not in general cancels arbitrary
spatio-temporal coupling [29, 48].
In any case, to keep spatio-temporal artifacts under control a method to
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test (i) the spatial homogeneity of the laser pulse and (ii) if and how the spatial
profile of the laser beam changes as a consequence of the application of a
phase mask by the pulse shaper is needed.
1.4 Pulse compression
Many techniques are available for pulse diagnostics. The most common ones
are frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) [47, 54]; spectral phase interfer-
ometry for direct electric-field reconstruction of ultrashort optical pulses (SPI-
DER) [55]; phase-resolved interferometric spectral modulation (PRISM) [56];
multiphoton intrapulse interference phase scan (MIIPS) [35, 43, 57–59].
MIIPS is the method traditionally used in our group and the one we used
in all the experiments described in this thesis. MIIPS relies on the detection of
SHG from a nonlinear crystal and its dependence on the spectral phase of the
laser field.
1.4.1 Second harmonic generation from broadband pulses
In a broadband laser E(!) = E0(!)e°i'(!) each frequency component ! can
be doubled in order to produce SHG at frequency 2!. Sum frequency genera-
tion (SFG) can equally occur between different fundamental frequencies. For
example the frequency components !+±! and !°±!may sum up to gener-
ate a sum frequency field also at the frequency 2!. The definition of the SHG
can then be generalized to comprise all the possible fields that can be gener-
ated by a sum frequency process between any two fundamental frequencies
of the pulse. Mathematically, the SH field is therefore defined as the laser field
autocorrelation and the SH spectrum as the squared modulus of it.
SH(2!)=
ØØØØZ |E0(!+≠)| |E0(!°≠)|ei ['(!+≠)+'(!°≠)]d≠ØØØØ2 (1.9)
For a broadband pulse, there are many different paths to create the same
field at the frequency 2!. Because they are all phase related, these fields can
interfere with each other, and the way they do it (constructively or destruc-
tively) depends on their relative phase. From Eq. (1.9) one can deduce that the
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field component at the frequency 2! generated by the pure frequency dou-
bling process of two photons at frequency ! picks up the total phase 'SH =
2'(!), whereas the field at the same frequency 2! generated by the sum fre-
quency generation of the photons at the frequencies !+±! and !°±! picks
up the phase 'SFG = '(!+±!)+'(!°±!). Depending on the phase differ-
ence between 'SH and 'SFG, the two fields add up in phase or not and gen-
erate more or less total amplitude at the frequency 2!. The highest SH in-
tensity at all the possible frequencies 2! is obtained for a FL pulse, namely
when all the nonlinear terms in the Taylor expansion Eq. (1.4) are zero. MIIPS
precisely tries to maximize all the frequency components in the SH spectrum,
which should lead to the shortest possible pulse. Manipulating the interfer-
ence among all the different paths that can create the same frequency compo-
nent in the SH range, can be viewed as a simple example of coherent control
experiment [24, 25, 57, 58].
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Fig. 1.3: a) Example of a gaussian laser spectrum and two different spectral phases.
b) SH spectra for the two different phases.
To show the strong dependence of the SH spectrum of a broadband laser
pulse on the spectral phase, in the graphs of Fig. 1.3 examples a gaussian laser
spectrum with two different spectral phases (a) and the corresponding SH
spectra (b) are reported. The SH spectra are calculated using Eq. (1.9). The
cyan curve in Fig. 1.3 b corresponds to a flat spectral phase, i.e. to a FL pulse
whereas the green curve is obtained for the green spectral phase of Fig. 1.3 a,
namely a step function of amplitude º. As one can see, the SH spectrum of a
FL pulse has a higher intensity than the other for all wavelengths. The green
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spectrum alternates regions in which the SH intensity is as high as in the FL
case and regionswhere the destructive interference of the paths produces zero
total amplitude. In general, in the case of a continuous laser spectrum, multi-
ple peaks in the SH spectrum are a symptom of a distorted spectral phase.
1.4.2 MIIPS
As some of the results presented in the next chapters are based on this tech-
nique, this section briefly introduces the principles ofMIIPS. Amore thorough
description can be found [35, 43, 57–60].
The objective of MIIPS is to produce FL pulses at the position where the
experiment is carried out. MIIPS accurately measures the phase distortions
of the laser pulse at the sample position and corrects for them. The tools that
MIIPS uses to accomplish this are: (i) a pulse shaper based on an SLM; (ii) a
second harmonic crystal to generate SH at the sample position; (iii) a spec-
trometer to measure the full SH spectrum.
During aMIIPS iteration a series of reference phase functions is applied by
the SLM. For every applied reference phase the full SH spectrum is measured.
After one iteration, the spectral phase of the laser pulse, or to bemore precise,
the nonlinear terms in the spectral phase are measured. The inverse of the
measured spectral phase is then applied as a phase mask by the SLM, which
should correct for phase distortions. Several iterations are performed in order
to refine the applied phase and hence the pulse compression.
A popular set of reference phase functions (although not the only possi-
bility) used inMIIPS are cosine phases as a function of the frequency! and of
the parameter ± [35, 43, 57–59].
'MIIPS(!,±)=Æsin(∞!°±) (1.10)
The parameter ± (also called phase offset) is normally varied between 0 and 2º
in 128 steps and for every value of ± the complete SH spectrum is measured.
This way one can construct a two-dimensional spectrogram, from which the
initial phase of the laser pulse can be extracted. The SH spectrumas a function
of ! and the parameter ± can be written as:
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SH(2!,±)=
ØØØØZ |E0(!+≠)| |E0(!°≠)|
ei ['(!+≠)+'(!°≠)+'MIIPS(!+≠,±)+'MIIPS(!°≠,±)]d≠
ØØØ2 (1.11)
Using this equation one can calculate MIIPS spectrograms (or traces) for a
given laser spectrum S(!)= |E0(!)|2 and a given spectral phase '(!).
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Fig. 1.4: Simulated MIIPS traces for the parameters Æ = 1.5, ∞ = 16fs in the case of a
Fourier limited pulse, a pulse with second and third order phase distortions respec-
tively.
Fig. 1.4 shows three different calculated MIIPS traces, based on the laser
spectrum shown in Fig. 1.3. From left to right the traces correspond to a FL
pulse, a pulse that is subject to second and third order phase distortions re-
spectively. The y-axis of the traces corresponds to the SH wavelength whereas
the x-axis represents the variation of the parameter ± between 0 and 2º. It is
useful to think of a MIIPS trace as been formed by two different periods: the 0
to º and the º to 2º period. In the case of a FL pulse, these periods are com-
pletely equivalent and they become different as phase distortions are added to
the pulse, as shown in Fig. 1.4. In the case of FL pulses the points of maximum
SH intensity lie on two parallel straight line separated by º radians. The effect
of second order phase distortions is to shift these lines horizontally, bringing
them close together or moving them apart depending on the sign of the sec-
ond order phase. Third order phase distortions tilt the two lines with respect
to each other such that they are no longer parallel. Higher order phase effects
can considerably change the MIIPS traces with respect to the FL case.
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TheMIIPS method was developed in the early 2000s [43, 57, 58] and pulse
compression in the focus of highNAobjectives usingMIIPSwas demonstrated
almost 10 years ago [43, 59] for ultrafast microscopy applications. However,
even higher spatial resolution is needed for performing pulse shaping experi-
ments in individual NPs. In the next chapter I introduce a nanometer version
of MIIPS that provides a good solution to this problem.
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CHAPTER 2
Pulse control
at the nanoscale
In this chapter I describe the method we developed to obtain full control over
ultrashort pulses on a sub-diffraction-limited area in a confocal microscope.
Suchmethod extends the MIIPS technique to the use of second harmonic nano-
particles of deep subwavelength dimensions, which allows the diffraction limit
to be beaten. I show that small non-resonant nanoparticles are ideal systems
to prove pulse compression, phase measurement and precise phase delivery to
the nanoscale, as well as to check for possible spatial artifacts in the focus of
the microscope, which are all necessary prerequisites for real pulse shaping and
coherent control experiments that will be discussed in the rest of the thesis.
This chapter is based on:
• Accanto N, Nieder JB, Piatkowski L, Castro-Lopez M, Pastorelli F, Brinks
D, & van Hulst NF. Phase control of femtosecond pulses on the nanoscale
using second harmonic nanoparticles. Light Sci. Appl. 3, e143 (2014)
• Piatkowski L, AccantoN& vanHulst NF.Ultrafast meets ultrasmall: con-
trolling nanoantennas and molecules. ACS Photon. Review (2016)
2. Pulse control at the nanoscale
In experimental science it is crucial to verify that the outcome of any experi-
ment is trustworthy or, in other words, that it is a manifestation of the natural
phenomena under investigation, and is not due to the particular experimen-
tal arrangement. The more complicated the experiment, the harder and the
more important it becomes to keep all the apparatus under control and pre-
vent spurious results.
The objective of this thesis is to address coherent light-matter interactions
and demonstrate phase shaping experiments at the level of single NPs using
the apparatus detailed in Chap. 1. Experimentally, this was achieved by excit-
ing individual NPs in the focus of a high NA objective using ultrafast pulses
and changing the phase of the pulse to extract information about the coher-
ence of the NPs. In order to perform similar experiments one needs (i) to have
precise knowledge of the exact pulse shape at the NPs and (ii) to properly de-
liver the desired spectral phases to the subwavelength region where the NPs
sit. A method to probe the spectral phase of the laser pulse in the focus of the
microscope objective with higher than diffraction-limited spatial resolution is
therefore necessary. The MIIPS method introduced in the previous chapter,
like other pulse characterization techniques, in its standard implementation
makes use of a bulk SH crystal to obtain the spectral phase information, and
hence does not provide sufficiently high spatial resolution.
In this chapter I describe a nanometer version ofMIIPS that we developed,
which relies on the use of SH NPs of typical sizes of ª 100nm as local probes
for ultrafast laser pulses. The goal of this chapter is to demonstrate that phase
characterization and pulse compression can be performed based on signals
originating from individual NPs.
2.1 Second harmonic nanoparticles
For this studywe used SHNPs of differentmaterials: barium titanate (BaTiO3),
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, iron iodate (Fe(IO3)3), purchased from Plas-
maChem, and gold (Au), purchased from BB International, as illustrated by
the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of Fig. 2.1.
BaTiO3 and Fe(IO3)3 were dispersed in ethanol, sonicated, deposited onto
a glass microscope coverslip and dried. The Fe(IO3)3 NPs had mean size of
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Fig. 2.1: a-c) SEM images of the investigated nanoparticles. d) Absorbance of the gold
NPs showing a plasmonic resonance at 580nm
150nm and were homogeneously distributed in the sample, whereas in the
case of BaTiO3 an inhomogeneous distribution of single NPs and small aggre-
gates with sizes ranging from one hundred to a few hundred nanometers was
found. The BaTiO3 NPs were thus used for size and shape dependent experi-
ments.
Both BaTiO3 and Fe(IO3)3 belong to the category of non-centrosymmetric
metal oxides [61–70] and have recently been proposed as a promising alterna-
tive to fluorescent probes inmultiphoton biological imaging [63, 67, 69]. With
respect to commonly usedfluorescentmarkers, SHNPspresent amuchhigher
photo-stability, which allows long observation times, emit in a relatively nar-
row spectral range, so they can be easily spectrally separated from unwanted
sample auto fluorescence, and can be excited with near infrared light, which
limits photo-damage of the sample and increases the penetration depth for
deep tissue imaging [67, 69, 71]. A disadvantage of using these NPs for bi-
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ological labeling is that they are in general bigger than standard fluorescent
markers, which makes the perturbation of the targeted system larger.
The Au NPs were synthesized in the shape of nano-spheres with diameter
of 100nm, suspended in water solution and drop casted on the glass cover-
slip. Gold is a centrosymmetric material, which implies that SHG can only
occur at the surface of the NPs or in the presence of a high field gradient [72–
74]. SHG from gold NPs has been studied in many different experimental and
theoretical works,mainly in the context of plasmonic enhanced nonlinearities
[75–80]. Gold NPs are biocompatible and also have the potential to be used as
markers for multiphoton imaging [81].
Because ª 100nm NPs are smaller than the excitation wavelength, phase
matching conditions for the SHG do not apply [70]. As a consequence, effi-
cient SHG can be achieved from a very broad wavelength range without the
need to specifically tune the NPs size or to change their orientation with re-
spect to the incident light. These advantages make NPs more cost effective
and easier to handle than their bulk crystal counterpart. The great potential
of SHNPs for the field of ultrafast pulse diagnostics was already recognized by
Extremann [68], Wnuk [61], Li [82] and their collaborators. However, for NPs
to be suitable local probes of the laser pulse, onemust be sure that they do not
contribute any additional phase or amplitude information, or in other words,
they must have a spectrally flat response in the region of the laser spectrum.
This is surely true for dielectric materials as BaTiO3 and Fe(IO3)3, which have
no resonances in all the visible and infrared region of the spectrum [70], but
might not be the case for AuNPs. It is well known thatmetallicNPs canpresent
surface plasmon resonances that may overlap with the laser spectrum [83, 84]
and therefore distort the precise measurement of the laser spectral phase. In
fact, the study of resonant metallic NPs and their interaction with ultrashort
laser pulses is the main focus of this thesis (see Chap. 3 and Chap. 5). Here
instead, such resonances need to be avoided and hence gold NPs were de-
liberately chosen to have plasmon resonances outside the laser spectrum, as
confirmed by absorption measurements on a highly concentrated solution of
the Au NPs (Fig. 2.1 d). The graph shows a pronounced surface plasmon res-
onance with a peak around 580nm, whereas almost flat response is visible in
the region of the laser spectrum (between 750 and 850nm). This ensures that
all the three species of NPs were suitable nanometer probes of the laser pulse
and could be used for nanoscale ultrafast pulse compression and control.
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2.2 Pulse compression on single NPs
This section describes the pulse compression experiment carried out on single
BaTiO3 NPs (which constitute our reference NPs) in the focus of a high NA
objective.
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Fig. 2.2: a) SEM image of the investigated area of the BaTiO3 sample. b) SH image of
the same area of the sample. Pulse compression was carried out on the circled NP. c)
SH spectrum of the chosen NP before pulse compression
Fig. 2.2 a and b show side by side a SEM image and a SH image of the same
area of the sample. In the SH image, every bright spot corresponds to the SH
generated by a single BaTiO3 NP (or a small aggregate of NPs). The use of ref-
erence markers in the sample allowed us to identify the right sample area and
measure SEM images after the optical experiments. The SH image was taken
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exciting through the highNAmicroscope objective with an uncorrected pulse,
i.e. with zero phase applied by the SLM. The average laser power used in this
experiment was 6mW, and the BaTiO3 NPs were found to be very stable under
this excitation power. The laser polarization in all the experiments described
in this chapter was kept linear before entering the microscope objective.
The circled NP in Fig. 2.2 b, which after SEM inspection was found to have
a mean dimension of 180nm, was chosen to perform the nanoscale pulse
characterization and compression experiment. The graph of Fig. 2.2 c shows
the SH spectrummeasured on this NP before pulse compression. The integra-
tion timewas set to 0.8 s for this acquisition. The spectrum ismade up of three
different peaks, a sign of spectral phase distortions (as discussed in Sec. 1.4),
mainly due to themicroscope objective and other dielectric optics such as the
dichroic mirror at the microscope. Importantly, Fig. 2.2 c demonstrates that
the complete SH spectrum, even from a single 180nmNP, could be measured
with a good signal to noise ratio with a relative short integration time.
We then proceeded to compress the pulse by performingMIIPS on the sin-
gle NP chosen. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 2.3. The first
MIIPS iterations (Fig. 2.3 a), performed starting from zero phase applied by
the SLM corresponds to a very distorted laser pulse, where high order phase
distortions (higher than third order) are present. Few MIIPS iterations were
needed to compensate for these distortions. The trace in Fig. 2.3 b corre-
sponds to the last MIIPS iteration, showing a very clean spectrogram, suggest-
ing a nearly FL pulse. Typically, fewer than 10 MIIPS iterations were needed
to compensate for the phase distortions and full pulse compression at the
nanoscale could be achieved in less than 15min, where standard MIIPS us-
ing bulk SH crystals usually takes about 1min.
Fig. 2.3 c shows the laser spectrum and the spectral phases measured by
MIIPS after the first and last iteration, namely the phases corresponding to to-
tally uncorrected and FL pulses respectively. The curve corresponding to the
initial phase is very distorted, spanning over ª 50rad across the laser spec-
trum. Our nanometer MIIPS method successfully compensated for such a
big amount of phase distortions eventually producing a very flat (undistorted)
spectral phase. Finally, Fig. 2.3 d shows the evolution of the SH spectrum from
the same NP measured after different MIIPS iterations. This graph demon-
strates that, as MIIPS proceeded in the experiment, and the pulse was com-
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pressed in time, the SH intensity grew bigger and the SH spectrum became
more similar to theoretical predictions for FL pulses. After pulse compression,
the integrated SH intensity collected from theNP increased by a factor ofª 15.
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Fig. 2.3: a) First MIIPS iteration on the selected NP showing a very distorted laser
pulse. b) Last MIIPS iteration on the selected NP corresponding to a FL laser pulse. c)
Laser spectrum (shaded region) and spectral phase retrieved by MIIPS after the first
(red dashed curve) and last (blue solid curve) iteration. d) SH spectra measured on
the selectedNP after differentMIIPS iterations. The black dashed curve is a simulated
SH spectrum for FL pulses.
The increase in the SH signal is of crucial importance in multiphoton mi-
croscopy, as it improves the signal to noise ratio and it allows smaller signals
to be detected, as can be noticed from a comparison between Fig. 2.4 a and
b. The red arrows in Fig. 2.4 b point to two NPs that were not detectable using
uncompressed pulses, but became visible after pulse compression, with the
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same integration time. From SEM images these NPs had a size of ª 120nm.
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Fig. 2.4: a) SH image of the sample before pulse compression. b) SH image of the
sample after pulse compression. c) Simulated (red dashed line) and measured inter-
ferometric autocorrelation (black line) of the compressed 17-fs pulse. Inset: Calcu-
lated time profile of the uncompressed (dashed red line) and compressed pulse (blue
curve).
Finally, as an independent verification of the FL character of the com-
pressed pulse, we acquired an interferometric autocorrelation trace of the fi-
nal laser pulse using the SH emitted by the same NP. Such a trace was mea-
sured by scanning the relative time delay of two replicas of the original pulse
generated by the pulse shaper, as described in [85]. The graph in Fig. 2.4 c
shows the integrated SH intensity as a function of the time delay between
the pulse replicas and compares it to theoretical calculations. The interfer-
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ometric autocorrelation function has a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)
of 23.6 fs, which, for a Gaussian pulse, corresponds to a pulse duration of 16.7
fs (FWHM), and is in good agreement with the calculations. To illustrate the
dramatic effect of the compression on the time profile of the laser pulse, the
inset of Fig. 2.4 c shows the calculated intensity autocorrelation for the pulse
before and after compression. For the compressed pulse, a single narrow peak
with a FWHM of 23.6 fs is observed, whereas in the case of the uncompressed
pulse, a much broader central peak (56 fs FWHM) can be seen, superimposed
on a very broad pedestal containing 85% of the total integrated intensity and
extending up to ±1ps from the central peak.
The results shown so far demonstrate our capability of (i) measuring spec-
tral phases with sub-diffraction-limited spatial resolution; (ii) compressing
laser pulses using the SH from a nanometric volume; (iii) delivering the short-
est femtosecond pulses to the nanoscale. What still needs to be proven is that
these conclusions are independent (as they must be) on the specific NP se-
lected and that arbitrary phases, i.e. arbitrary pulses, and not only FL pulses
can be delivered to nanometric regions.
2.3 Independence on the nanoparticle studied
This section describes a series of experiments we performed in order to test
the independence of the results on the specific NP used, in terms of orienta-
tion, shape, size andmaterial.
In a first experiment, the accuracy of the nanometer phase measurement
was tested on 15 different BaTiO3 NPs, which provided a large distribution
of sizes, shapes and orientations, as demonstrated by the representative im-
ages of Fig. 2.1 a. The experiment was performed as follows: first the pulse was
compressed in time using the SH emitted by a single NP. Next, phasemeasure-
ments of the compressed pulse were carried out on the 15 different BaTiO3
NPs labeled in the SEM image of Fig. 2.5 a. The NP labels reflect the order at
which the specific NP was addressed. For instance, NP10 was measured after
NP9 and before NP11. The results of these phase measurements are reported
in Fig. 2.5 b. Very good agreement among the spectral phases measured on
different NPs can be seen. However, one can notice the tendency of the spec-
tral phase to decrease at the edges of the laser spectrum on NPs measured
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at later times (green curves). This can be explained with some instability of
the experimental setup (the laser itself or the phase on the SLM for example)
that caused the laser pulse to acquire some minor phase distortion (less than
0.5 rad) as the measurement time elapsed (45min between the first and the
last phase measurement). Apart from this minor instability, the phase mea-
surement was independent on the particular BaTiO3 NP chosen. Moreover, if
one considers only the area of the fundamental spectrum in which the inten-
sity is above 30% of the maximum, i.e. where the phase measurement is the
most reliable, then the mean phase varied by less than 0.3 rad and the stan-
dard deviation was below 0.15 rad (Fig. 2.5 c), whereas the initial phase dis-
tortions, before MIIPS compensation, were greater than 50 rad. This strongly
confirms the good level of compensation obtained and the independence of
our method on the size, shape and orientation of the NP. The independence
on the orientation in turn immediately proves that the polarization of the in-
coming beam was not an issue, and that the correct phase measurement was
obtained regardless the specific polarization used with respect to the orienta-
tion of the NPs.
In order to demonstrate the independence on the material of the NPs we
proceeded as follows: first, the laser pulse was compressed on a single BaTiO3
NP, retrieving a phase with variations of less than 0.3 rad over the laser spec-
trum, as described above. Then, several phasemeasurements were performed
on different BaTiO3 NPs to obtain the mean phase and standard deviation.
Next, we switched to either the Fe(IO3)3 or the Au sample and performed a
new phase measurement on a single NP starting from the previously com-
pressed laser pulse. The resulting phase was then compared to the mean
phase and standard deviation obtained on BaTiO3 NPs. The laser power for
the Fe(IO3)3 andAu sampleswas reduced to 0.5mW (for Fe(IO3)3) or lower (for
Au) to avoid damage of the NPs. Evenwith this smaller power the full SH spec-
tra could still be measured with a relatively small integration time (1 to 5 s).
As illustrated in Fig. 2.5 d, for the Fe(IO3)3 NPs, the measured phase was well
within the standard deviation obtained previously for the BaTiO3 NPs. In the
case of Au NPs, the measured spectral phases only differed by 0.2 rad from the
standard deviations measured for BaTiO3 NPs, with the Au dimer (red line),
namely an aggregate of two attached gold spheres (see Fig. 2.1 c), being closer
to the standard deviation than the single Au NP (blue curve). As explained
in the next section and shown in Fig. 2.6, this can be attributed to the lower
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Fig. 2.5: a) SEM image of the sample area showing the 15 BaTiO3 NPs used to per-
form the phase measurement. The NP labels reflect the order at which the specific
NP was addressed. b) Laser spectrum (shaded region) and spectral phases measured
on the 15 NPs indicated after MIIPS. c) Mean spectral phase over the 15 measure-
ments.The error bars represents the standard deviation. Spectral phase measured for
one (d) Fe(IO3)3NP (red line) and (e) Au dimer (red line) and Aumonomer (blue line).
The error bars are the standard deviations obtained from repeated measurements of
BaTiO3.
signal to noise ratio available for these NPs and to the presence of additional
nonlinear contributions (two-photon absorption) that hampered an accurate
phase measurement. Indeed for the the single Au NP, as a consequence of the
lower SH signal, the integration time for every spectral acquisition had to be
increased up to 5 s. Despite these difficulties, the phase measurements ob-
tained on Au NPs to a good approximation reproduced the phase measured
on BaTiO3 NPs.
The results of this section confirm that the NPs investigated were all good
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nanometer-sized probe for ultrafast laser pulses. They all produced reliable
spectral phase measurements with high spatial resolution without affecting
the laser pulse. This in turn implies that, in a sample of BaTiO3, Fe(IO3)3, or
non-resonant AuNPs, one can arbitrarily select any NP to perform pulse char-
acterization and compression.
2.4 Control of the SH emission fromNPs
For the purpose of this thesis, it needs to be proven that arbitrary pulses, and
not only FL ones, can be delivered to the nanoscale. In order to do so wemea-
sured the SH spectra of individual NPs for different test phases applied by the
SLM and compared them to simulated SH spectra. The test phases included
the phase after compression, corresponding to a FL pulse, the phase before
pulse compression (corresponding to distorted pulses) and a phasemaskwith
a º phase step between the short and long wavelength parts of the laser spec-
trum (see inset of Fig. 2.6). The latter phase mask was used in several experi-
ments by other groups to demonstrate coherent control over different nonlin-
ear processes [86–88]..
The results of Fig. 2.6 a-d demonstrate the good agreement between exper-
imental SH spectra and theory for all the NPs investigated. The SH for the Au
NPs, and in particular in the case of the single Au sphere, presented additional
spectral contributions at the long wavelength side, as shown in Fig. 2.6 c,d.
This contribution can be attributed to two-photon absorption (TPA) in gold
followed by two photon induced photo-luminescence (TPPL) that has exten-
sively been studied in literature [89–93]. In the experiment described here,
especially for the single Au NP, the TPPL was a source of noise for the SH sig-
nal that could explain the less precise phase measurement obtained on these
NPs (Fig. 2.5 e). Chap. 5 will describe a detailed study of the TPA and TPPL in
resonant nanoantennas.
The results of this section confirm our ability to accurately deliver de-
signed spectral phases to the nanoscale, which is essential for coherent con-
trol experiments. Additionally, they also show that the investigated NPs can
be considered as nanometer sources of easily tunable, coherent blue light,
withwavelengths precisely controlled by the application of the proper spectral
phase. This ability, combined with the intrinsic response of resonant metallic
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NPs, will be exploited in Chap. 3 to demonstrate a novel imaging technique
based on SH labels.
2.5 Spatial considerations
This section addresses the issue of possible spatio-temporal coupling at the
focus of the laser beam. As described in the previous chapter, spatial chirp is
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the condition in which the spatial profile of an ultrafast laser beam is not ho-
mogeneous. The NPs described here, can function as sub-wavelength probes
for the laser beam. Each NP in the experiment, depending on its relative po-
sition with respect to the focus and its specific size, shape and orientation,
probed a different sub-volume of the excitation spot. Therefore, the indepen-
dence of the phase response as well as the SH spectra on the specific NP (see
Fig. 2.5 and Chap. 2) is a proof that different sub-volumes in the excitation
spot had the same spectral properties (phase and amplitude). In other words,
there was no measurable spatial chirp inside the focal volume.
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ones considered for the analysis of spatio-temporal coupling. The white horizontal
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FL as well as the uncompressed pulse case.
A second important check of possible spatio-temporal coupling can be
performed by measuring the spatial profile of the laser spot with different
applied masks on the SLM. In the case of poor shaper alignment or exces-
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sively large phases, the application of a phase mask on the SLMmight cause a
change in the spatial profile of the laser beam. The SH image of Fig. 2.7 a shows
different BaTiO3 NPs and was acquired using FL pulses (is the same as the one
in Fig. 2.4 b). In this image three different NPs are indicated, which corre-
spond to NP1, NP8 and NP10 of Fig. 2.5 a. Taking cuts through the SH spots
corresponding to the different NPs, the lateral sections shown in Fig. 2.7 b-
d were obtained. These graphs compare the lateral section for the indicated
NPs, in the case of extreme phase masks used in the experiment, namely zero
applied phase (red curves) and FL pulses (black curves). The solid points su-
perimposed on the curves correspond to the pixilation used in the image (as
explained in Chap. 1, the two-dimensional images were obtained by raster
scanning the sample). The spatial resolution of the scan was 150nm. From
SEM imagesNP1 hadmean size of 180nm, NP8 of 150nm, NP10was an oblate
spheroid, with long axis of 500nm and short axis of 200nm. NP1 and 8 pro-
duced nearly diffraction limited spots for SH (the lateral images for these par-
ticles have FWHM ª 290nm), while NP10 has FWHM ª 400nm. The results
of Fig. 2.7 show that, within the spatial resolution of the experiment there was
no difference between the lateral sections of the SH spots for compressed and
completely uncompressed pulses, ruling out also this type of spatio-temporal
coupling.
The ability to test for spatio-temporal inhomogeneities inside the excita-
tion spot is a unique advantage of using NPs as opposed to SH bulk crystals
and provides a tool for correctly designing pulse shaping experiments on the
nanoscale.
2.6 Conclusions
In this chapter I have shown that our experimental approach, which makes
use of ultrashort phase-controlled pulses to excite single NPs in the focus of
a high numerical aperture objective, is suitable for precise phase and time in-
vestigation on the nanoscale. Using SH NPs I have demonstrated ultrashort
pulse compression, precise and reproducible phase measurement, accurate
phase delivery and pulse control with high spatial resolution. SHNPs can also
be used as sub-diffraction probes of the laser focal volume, and to rule out
possible spatio-temporal coupling coming from a bad operation of the exper-
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imental setup. All together, these achievements constitute a complete toolbox
for correctly setting up pulse shaping experiments in single NPs. With this at
hand, the other experiments described in this thesis become possible.
All the NPs studied in this chapter, have been used as nano-probes for bi-
ological imaging [67, 69, 81]. The pulse compression and control described
here, could therefore lead to improvements inmultiphotonmicroscopy. Pulse
compression directly inside a biological tissuemight be possible, which could
help the detection of small nonlinear signals. Moreover, the precise phase
shaping ability makes SH NPs real nanometer-sized sources of easily tunable
blue light.
In the next chapter I extend the approach used here to the study of NPs
that carry a resonant response: plasmonic nanoantennas.
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CHAPTER 3
Resonant effects in
plasmonic nanoantennas
In this chapter I introduce the main concepts associated with plasmonic nano-
antennas and their localized surface plasmon resonances. The very short, but
still accessible, plasmon dephasing time makes nanoantennas very promising
systems for ultrafast phase investigation. I describe here the realization of two
different experiments both based on the detection of second harmonic signal.
In the first part of the chapter I show that the interaction of a resonant nanoan-
tenna with a broadband laser field is influenced by the plasmonic resonance.
The second harmonic generated from a nanoantenna can then be used to ex-
tract the complete resonant response. In the second part I propose and demon-
strate the feasibility of a multicolor imaging technique that uses plasmonic
nanoantennas as second harmonic labels.
This chapter is based on:
• Accanto N, Piatkowski L, Renger J, & van Hulst NF. Capturing the opti-
cal phase response of nanoantennas by coherent second-harmonic mi-
croscopy. Nano Lett. 14, 4078 (2014)
• Accanto N, Piatkowski L, Hancu IM, Renger J, & van Hulst NF. Resonant
plasmonic nanoparticles for multicolor second harmonic imaging. Appl.
Phys. Lett. 108, 083115 (2016)
• Piatkowski L, Accanto N, & van Hulst NF. Ultrafast meets Ultrasmall:
Controlling Nanoantennas and Molecules. ACS Photon. Review (2016)
3. Resonant effects in plasmonic nanoantennas
In the previous chapter, I showed that the use of non-resonant NPs of di-
mensions smaller than the diffraction limit enables full control of ultrashort
laser pulses with high spatial resolution. The logical successive step is to ap-
ply the same nanoscale pulse-shaping scheme to NPs that do posses a reso-
nant response at the laser wavelength. Plasmonic nanoantennas are the NPs
of choice. Here I show that the SH from plasmonic nanoantennas, for suffi-
ciently broad pulses in the frequency domain, is influenced by their resonant
response. Performing MIIPS experiments on plasmonic nanoantennas there-
fore yields different results from those obtained on non-resonant NPs. This
makes it possible to retrieve information on the plasmon resonance and to
actively exploit the nanoantennas to create customized SH spectra in nano-
metric volumes.
3.1 Plasmonic nanoantennas
Plasmonic nanoantennas can be defined as metallic nanoparticles that effi-
ciently convert propagating optical radiation into spatially confined fields and
vice versa [83, 94–99]. Noble metals, like gold and silver, support surface plas-
mon polaritons at optical frequencies, which are electromagnetic excitations
existing at the interface between a dielectric and ametal, arising from the cou-
pling of the electromagnetic field to the free electrons in the metal [84]. Most
plasmonic nanoantennas are based on metallic nanoparticles exhibiting lo-
calized surface plasmon resonances at visible and near infrared frequencies
[83, 95].
A simple way of understanding the behavior of metallic nano-rods, which
constitute the basic nanoantenna geometry used in this thesis, is to consider
them as finite pieces of thin metallic nano-wires. Such structures support
plasmonic modes that propagate along the wire axis [95, 96]. Due to the fi-
nite skin depth of metals in the visible regime, these guided modes have a
shorter effective wavelength than the free space wavelength [95]. In a metal-
lic nano-rod of dimensions close to a multiple of half the wavelength of the
guided plasmonic mode, a resonant cavity mode builds up giving rise to a lo-
calized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) [95, 100]. A metallic NP support-
ing LSPRs for wavelengths of the incoming light in the visible or near infrared
spectral region is what I refer to as a plasmonic nanoantenna.
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A key feature of plasmonic nanoantennas that makes them very attractive
for applications is their capability of confining the resonant electromagnetic
field in nanometer-sized spatial regions of high field intensity. This, for in-
stance, allows nanoantennas to influence the light-matter interactions in a
quantum emitter placed in their near field. Based on this concept, imaging
of fluorescent molecules with sub-wavelength spatial resolution was demon-
strated [97, 101–103] and nanoantennas were used to direct the fluorescence
[104, 105] and to change the absorption and emission rate [106–108] of quan-
tum emitters. The presence of LSPRs and the associated field enhancement at
the nanoantenna position have been suggested for increasing the efficiency
of solar cells [109]; tomake accurate bio-sensors [80, 110–113] and to enhance
nonlinear light matter interactions [72, 92, 114]. All these applications need
tuning of the LSPRs in the nanoantenna to match the specific experimental
requirements. Considering a plasmonic nanoantenna as a cavity for surface
plasmons, one can intuitively understand that the dimensions of the cavity
determine the wavelength at which the plasmon resonance occurs. A second
relevant characteristic of plasmonic nanoantennas is their high wavelength
tunability, obtainable by changing their size, shape or the material they are
made of [84, 95]. Thanks to modern fabrication techniques, such as elec-
tron beam lithography and focused ion beam milling, nanostructures of the
required design can bemade withª 10nm precision, whichmakes plasmonic
nanoantennas a very versatile technology.
This chapter and Chap. 5 are dedicated to the investigation of a relevant
yet largely unexplored property of plasmonic nanoantennas: the coherence
of surface plasmons associated to LSPRs. In order to shed light onto this phe-
nomenon, we experimentally studied nonlinear optical interactions, SHG in
this chapter and TPA in Chap. 5, between resonant plasmonic nanoantennas
and ultrashort phase-controlled laser pulses. Plasmon dephasing (or coher-
ence) times in nanoantennas are extremely fast, in the range of few femtosec-
onds, which corresponds to broadband LSPRs in the frequency domain. Mod-
ern laser systems have recently demonstrated to posses the time resolution,
and bandwidth, necessary to access this coherent regime [7, 8, 13, 37, 115–
121]. Importantly, these works suggested that different nanoantennas char-
acterized by different LSPRs, might be distinguished based on their coherent
responses.
Here, I show that the SHG fromplasmonic nanoantennas subject to broad-
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band laser pulses can be used to determine their complete resonant response,
both in phase and in amplitude. This is possible because the bandwidth of the
laser pulse used in the experiment is larger than the spectral width of the LSPR
in these systems. Due to the interaction of the laser with the LSPRs, the local
field experienced by the nanoantennas is different from the field in free space.
The SH from the nanoantennas directly carries the information about the lo-
cal field, which can be determined from a phase shaping experiment (MIIPS)
on the nanoantennas. As a consequence, by using broadband laser pulses,
different nanoantennas can be distinguished based on their SH spectra. This
unique effect can be exploited for multicolor SH imaging, which is difficult to
achieve with standard (non-resonant) SH nanoparticles or with narrowband
laser pulses.
3.2 The nanoantennas studied
The nanoantennas studied in this chapter were silver nano-rods fabricated
using electron beam lithography on a glass coverslip coated with a 10nm thin
layer of indium tin oxide (ITO). Fig. 3.1 a,b show SEM images of the nanoan-
tennas of two different design lengths. They had the shape of two attached
nano-rods with silver disks at their ends. Because the two nano-rods were
connected, the resonant mode that developed was that of a single nano-rod
with length equal to the sum of the lengths of the two nano-rods that com-
posed it. As mentioned above, given an electromagnetic field incident on a
nano-rod at a certain free space wavelength, the guided plasmonic mode that
originates has an effective wavelength ∏eff that is much shorter than the free
space wavelength [96, 122]. With an incident field centered around 800nm,
the effective wavelength for the silver nano-rods studied here (Fig. 3.1) was
around 300nm, and they were hence resonant with the 3∏eff/2 mode.
The particular design of the silver nanoantennas was chosen to produce
narrow LSPRs in the frequency domain, and high SH efficiency. This can be
understood as follows: higher order modes, as the 3∏eff/2 one, in general cou-
ple less strongly to the electric field, and therefore produce lower nonlinear
signals, than the fundamental ∏eff/2 mode, but have the great advantage of
presenting narrower resonances, especially in the case of silver, which posses
lower ohmic damping compared to gold [123]. To compensate for the lower
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nonlinear signals, the silver disks at the end of the nano-rods produced a high
field gradient that enhanced the bulk contribution to the SHG [74]. A detailed
description of these structures and their nonlinear interaction with ultrafast
lasers may be found in [124].
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Fig. 3.1: a,b) Typical SEM images of the silver nanoantennas used. c) Dark field image
showing a denser array (left side) next to a sparser array (right side) of nanoantennas.
d) Extinction images of four dense arrays of nanoantennas (labeled A1-A4) together
with the laser spectrum used in the experiment.
The nanoantennas were arranged in arrays. One array contained many
nanoantennas of the samedesign length. The nanoantenna length (andhence
the associated LSPR) was changed for different arrays. Fig. 3.1 c shows a dark
field image of an array of nanoantennas of the same design length, composed
by densely and sparsely packed nanoantennas. The denser area was used to
measure the extinction spectra showed in Fig. 3.1 d that were taken on ensem-
bles of nanoantennas. The SHmeasurements shown throughout this chapter
were instead recorded on single nanoantennas, acquired in the sparser area to
ensure that only one nanoantenna was present in the focus of the objective.
The total length of the nanoantennas was changed from 425nm to 485nm.
Fig. 3.1 d illustrates that, changing the length of the nanoantennas, we were
able to tune their LSPRs across the 100nm wide laser spectrum. In the case
of the 450nm nanoantennas, labeled A1 in Fig. 3.1d, a different design was
used (these nanoantennas were slightly wider than the others). This explains
why the resonance position corresponding to the A1 nanoantennas peaks at
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shorter wavelengths with respect to the A2 ones. Importantly, the spectral
width of the LSPRs shown in Fig. 3.1 d are narrower or comparable to that of
the laser spectrum used in the experiment. This is equivalent of saying that
the dephasing time of the surface plasmons is comparable or longer than the
laser pulse at its Fourier limit. Under these conditions, it is possible to study
and actively exploit the full LSPR response, as described in this chapter.
3.3 Themeasurement of the plasmon resonance
In order to precisely measure their LSPRs, we studied the SH generated by the
plasmonic nanoantennas. Chap. 2 showed that even metallic nanoparticles,
despite their centrosymmetric nature, can produce SH. In that experiment, in
order to avoid intrinsic responses from the NPs, we used non-resonant gold
NPs to test the ultrafast laser pulse on a nanometer spatial scale. Here instead
the complementary experiment is described: SH from resonant silver nano-
antennas was detected and compared to that originating from non-resonant
materials in order to extract information about the LSPRs.
Following the formalism of Chap. 1, I consider the laser field in the fre-
quency domain E(!) = E0(!)e°i'(!). In a very simple model, the interaction
with a resonant nanoantenna results in a change of the amplitude and phase
of the local electromagnetic field. I call the amplitude and phase contribution
from the nanoantenna A(!) and'A(!) respectively. The new local field that is
present in the proximity of the nanoantenna is:
EA(!)= E0(!)A(!)e°i ['(!)+'A(!)]
= Etot(!)e°i'tot(!) (3.1)
Using Eq. (1.9), the SH at the frequency 2! can be written in the form:
SH(2!)=
ØØØØZ |Etot(!+≠)| |Etot(!°≠)|ei ['tot(!+≠)+'tot(!°≠)]d≠ØØØØ2 (3.2)
The SH from resonant nanoantennas therefore contains information on the
amplitude A(!) and the phase 'A(!) of the LSPR.
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3.3.1 Visualizing the resonant response
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Fig. 3.2: a) SH image of an array of nanoantennas. b) SH spectra corresponding to
single nanoantennas of different arrays. The grey shaded curve corresponds to SH
spectrum from the reference ITO.
At the beginning of each experiment, SH images of a nanoantenna array
were acquired, as shown in Fig. 3.2 a. Every bright spot in this image is due to
the SH of an individual nanoantenna. The power used to excite SH from single
nanoantennas was ª 50µW in a diffraction limited spot. At this power there
was no background SH from the rest of the sample. However, increasing the
incident power to 10mW, allowed the detection of SH from the thin ITO layer
on which the nanoantennas were deposited. ITO is a good reference material
as it does not present resonances either at the fundamental or SH frequency
[125]. We therefore compared the SH from resonant nanoantennas to that
measured on ITO in order to retrieve their LSPRs.
Fig. 3.2 b shows the normalized SH spectra for three different nanoanten-
nas, having different LSPRs (from arrays A1, A2 and A4 of Fig. 3.1 b), and com-
pares them to the SH spectrummeasured on the reference ITO. These spectra
were acquired using a FL laser pulse. The SH spectra from the single nano-
antennas exhibited spectral shifts from shorter (blue) to longer wavelengths
(red) going from the A1 to the A4 array, closely following the trend observed in
the ensemble extinction spectra. From this plot one can already deduce that
the LSPRs changed the SH spectrum and that with our setup we were able to
resolve this change.
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Fig. 3.3: MIPS traces taken on: a) a single nanoantenna from the A1 array; b) the
reference ITO; c) a single nanoantenna from the A4 array.
We next performed MIIPS experiments on individual nanoantennas and
compared them to ITO. Fig. 3.3 shows three normalizedMIIPS traces acquired
on a single nanoantenna from the A1 array (a), on the reference ITO (b) and
on a single nanoantenna from the A4 array (c). In what follows, I will simply
call the two single nanoantennas A1 and A4, as indicated in Fig. 3.3. Themain
difference between the three traces is a wavelength shift, corresponding to a
shift of the SH spectrum. Compared to the MIIPS trace on ITO, the one on A1
is slightly shifted towards lower wavelengths, whereas the one corresponding
to A4 shows a large spectral shift towards higher wavelengths. This is the same
effect already noticed in the SH spectra of Fig. 3.2 b and can be assigned to
the amplitude component A(!) of the LSPR response, which enhanced the
portion of the laser spectrum that overlapped with the resonance. However,
a resonance introduces a phase response as well [95]. In a simple Lorentzian
response model, the phase of the resonator undergoes a smooth change of
º radians as a function of frequency. In this model, the phase 'A(!) should
therefore vary by º across the full LSPR, which has a width comparable to that
of the laser field. In other words a very small change of phase is expected to
occur in the spectral region of the laser pulse, which requires a very sensitive
phase measurement.
To visualize this phase effect, Fig. 3.4 shows the difference between the
MIIPS traces acquired on nanoantennas and ITO, for the A1-ITO and A4-ITO
case respectively. The color scale is chosen such that the red features cor-
respond to areas in which the normalized intensity from the nanoantennas
was greater than the ITO, and the opposite is true for the blue features. These
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Fig. 3.4: a) Difference of the MIPS trace taken on the A1 nanoantenna and ITO. b)
Difference of the MIPS trace taken on the A4 nanoantenna and ITO. The dashed lines
are guides to the eye highlighting the difference between the first and second period
of the traces, caused by the phase response of the nanoantennas.
traces highlight that themain effect of the nanoantennas with different LSPRs
was to produce a wavelength shift on the MIIPS traces, which is an ampli-
tude effect. Recalling the discussion of Sec. 1.4, it is useful to think of a MIIPS
trace as being formed by two different periods: the 0 to º and the º to 2º pe-
riod. In the case of a FL pulse, these periods are completely equivalent and
they become different as phase distortions are added to the pulse. The differ-
ence between the first and the second period is visible in the spectrograms of
Fig. 3.4 as a different tilt of the red features with respect to the blue ones, as
the dashed lines highlight. These small but clear differences are the evidence
of the phase response associated with the LSPR.
3.3.2 The fitting procedure
Eq. (1.11) describes how the SH spectrum changes as a function of the phase
offset ± in a MIIPS trace. Substituting in that formula E0(!) for E0(!)A(!)
and '(!) for '(!)+'A(!), one can fit the two-dimensional MIIPS traces ob-
tained on resonant nanoantennas to retrieve the functions A(!) and 'A(!).
The term S(!)= |E0(!)|2 is the laser spectrum and is therefore a known quan-
tity, whereas '(!), which corresponds to the small deviations from FL pulses
(the pulse was always compressed before every nanoantenna measurement),
can be obtained from a fit of the ITO traces. The retrieved residual spectral
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phase '(!) can then be used in the fit of the nanoantenna trace, from which
the quantities A(!) and 'A(!) are determined.
Two different models were used to fit the nanoantenna traces: the first
model assumes general sixth order polynomial functions for both the ampli-
tude response A(!) and the intrinsic nanoantenna phase 'A(!). This model
does not require any a priori knowledge of the resonance under study, and
hence could be used to fit any unknown resonance. Referring to the discus-
sion of Sec. 1.3, expanding the spectral phase in a Taylor series (as in Eq. (1.4)),
the zeroth order phase term corresponds to the phase of the carrier wave with
respect to the pulse envelope, which practically does not change the electric
field for a many cycle pulse. The linear term in the expansion instead, is re-
sponsible for a change of the absolute arrival time of the pulse, which plays
no role in the SHG process. In the fit with the polynomial model, both the ze-
roth and the first order phase terms were fixed to zero. In this sense the poly-
nomial model should be used as a fitting procedure to retrieve the nonlinear
part of the spectral phase. The second model assumes that the LSPRs of the
silver nanoantennas are Lorenztian functions, where the only free parameters
for the fit are the central position !0 and the width ¢ of the resonance. This
model is the simplest one to describe a resonance as it makes the assump-
tion that localized surface plasmons can be considered as damped harmonic
oscillators [5, 37, 84, 95]. Given the shape of the extinction curves shown in
Fig. 3.1 b, one can expect this model to be a good approximation of the LSPRs.
In the case of the Lorentzian model the following functions were used:
A(!)= L(!)=
∑
1
(!°!0)2+¢2
∏1/2
(3.3)
'A(!)='L(!)= arctan
∑
(!°!0)
¢
∏
(3.4)
Fig. 3.5 compares the difference of the measured MIIPS traces A4-ITO (b)
already shown in Fig. 3.4 b with the difference of the fitted traces for A4 and
ITO using the polynomial model without considering the phase response of
the nanoantenna, i.e. assuming 'A(!)= 0 in the fit procedure (a), and includ-
ing the phase response (c). A comparison between the three images shows
that the main effect of the nanoantenna, i.e. the wavelength shift of the SH
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Fig. 3.5: a) Difference of the fitted traces for A4 and ITO using the polynomial model
with 'A(!) = 0. b) Measured MIIPS trace difference A4-ITO. c) Difference of the fit-
ted traces for A4 and ITO using the polynomial model taking into account the phase
response of the nanoantenna
spectrum, can be reproduced even when the nanoantenna phase is not con-
sidered (Fig. 3.5 a), which strongly suggests that it is an amplitude effect. How-
ever, the asymmetry between the first and the second period of the MIIPS
trace is a pure phase effect, which cannot be reproduced without consider-
ing the phase response of the nanoantennas. The introduction of the nanoan-
tenna phase produces a better fit of the experimental data, and all the major
features in the MIIPS trace can be well reproduced. Also in the case of the fit
with the Lorentzian model the phase component is necessary to better repro-
duce the data.
The graphs of Fig. 3.6 present the results of the fits with the polynomial
model as well as the Lorentzian model for the case of A4. A comparison be-
tween the black dashed curves, which correspond to the original laser spec-
trum |E0(!)|2, and the grey colored regions, representing the squared of the
local field (i.e. the term |E0(!)A(!)|2 for the polynomial model and the term
|E0(!)L(!)|2 for the Lorentzian model), suggests that the effect of A4 indeed
was tomodify the amplitude of the electric field shifting it to the red, in agree-
ment with the extinction measurements of Fig. 3.1 b. Both the models yielded
very similar results for the amplitude component of the resonance. The non-
linear part of the spectral phases (the zeroth order and first order term were
fixed at zero in the fits) for ITO and A4, as retrieved from the polynomial fit
('(!) and'A(!) in Fig. 3.6 a) are found to differ from each other especially for
longerwavelengths, i.e. in the spectral region of the LSPR. This phase response
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Fig. 3.6: a) Fit results of the MIIPS trace for A4 using the polynomial model. Original
laser spectrum |E0(!)|2 (dashed black curve) and reference phase '(!) (dashed red
curve) resulting from a fit of the ITOMIIPS trace. The gray colored region is the mod-
ified spectrum |E0(!)A(!)|2 and the red solid curve is the nanoantenna phase 'A(!)
retrieved from the fit. b) Fit results of the MIIPS trace for A4 using the Lorentzian
model. The dashed black curve is the original laser spectrum |E0(!)|2. The gray col-
ored region is the modified spectrum |E0(!)L(!)|2 and the blue solid curve is the
spectral phase 'L(!) retrieved from the fit. The red curve represents the phase ob-
tained from the polynomial fit including the terms '0 and '1.
has a simple interpretation in the time domain if one takes into account that
a phase slope in the frequency domain corresponds to a delay in the time do-
main. The initial FL pulse ('(!)ª 0) was distorted by the interaction with the
resonant nanoantenna, and it became longer than the Fourier limit. In par-
ticular, the long wavelength side of the incident field experienced a time delay
with respect to the short wavelength side, which is due to the presence of the
LSPR.
The Lorentzian phase'L(!), plotted as a solid blue line in Fig. 3.6 b, differs
from the phase obtained with the polynomial fit. However, a Taylor expansion
of the Lorentzian phase function in Eq. (3.4), generally produces nonvanishing
zeroth and first order terms, whereas these terms were fixed to zero in the
polynomial fit. The difference between 'A(!) and 'L(!) is mainly due to a
difference in these terms, that do not carry relevant information. This can be
verified by adding a nonzero'0 and'1 to the phase previously retrieved using
the polynomial fit. The resulting phase is plotted as a red line in Fig. 3.6 b and it
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Fig. 3.7: a) Fit results of the MIIPS trace for A1 using the polynomial model. Original
laser spectrum |E0(!)|2 (dashed black curve) and reference phase '(!) (dashed red
curve) resulting from a fit of the ITOMIIPS trace. The gray colored region is the mod-
ified spectrum |E0(!)A(!)|2 and the red solid curve is the nanoantenna phase 'A(!)
retrieved from the fit. b) Fit results of the MIIPS trace for A1 using the Lorentzian
model. The dashed black curve is the original laser spectrum |E0(!)|2. The gray col-
ored region is the modified spectrum |E0(!)L(!)|2 and the blue solid curve is the
spectral phase 'L(!) retrieved from the fit. The red curve represents the phase ob-
tained from the polynomial fit including the terms '0 and '1.
is found to overlap well with the Lorentzian phase. This strongly suggests that
the two models are equally good in describing the response of nanoantennas
and further justifies the use of the polynomial model as a general fit model
that could be used to analyze any unknown response from arbitrary resonant
nano-structures. In Fig. 3.7 the fit results for A1 are presented, for which the
same concepts discussed for A4 apply.
In summary, plasmonic nanoantennas interact with the incoming electro-
magnetic field, creating a local field in the proximity of the nanoantennas that
depends both on the incident field and on the LSPRs. The SH generated at
the nanoantennas is directly related to the local field and can thus be used to
obtain information about the LSPRs. A great advantage of detecting SH is that
the measurement is background free, i.e. only photons that interacted with
the nanoantennas generate SH. In contrast, in a measurement where the fun-
damental field scattered by the nanoantennas is detected, great care should
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be taken in eliminating the contribution from those photons that did not in-
teract with the nanoantennas. In order to measure the complete, wavelength
dependent resonant response of different nanoantennas, laser pulses with a
frequency bandwidth larger than the width of the LSPRs have to be used. Ap-
plying the samepulse shaping technique described in Chap. 2, we successfully
measured both the amplitude and the very small phase response associated to
the LSPRs.
3.4 Nanoantennas formulticolor
second harmonic imaging
Not only can the SH from plasmonic nanoantennas be used to measure their
respective LSPRs, but it also has possible implications in the field ofmultipho-
ton microscopy. SH nanoparticles may be used as an alternative to common
fluorescentmarkers, owing to their superior photo-stability and the possibility
of using two-photon excitation [63, 67, 69]. However, the SH spectrum of non-
resonant NPs is mainly determined by the laser field (both in its phase and
amplitude component) and does not change for different NPs. This is in con-
trast to other widely used fluorescent markers, like quantum dots, which emit
at different wavelengths according to their sizes andmaterials, even when ex-
cited with the same laser source. This allows researchers to label different tar-
gets using different QDs, excite them all at once, and distinguish them with
spectrally resolved detection, which is calledmulticolor fluorescence imaging
[126, 127]. Multicolor imaging has so far been limited to fluorescent markers
and not studied for SH NPs.
In the previous Section I showed that, because the SH spectrum fromplas-
monic nanoantennas depend on their LSPR, different nanoantennas produce
different SH spectra (Fig. 3.2). The phase shaping capability gives an addi-
tional degree of freedom to create customized SH spectra on the nanoscale
(see Chap. 2). Combining these two features, I demonstrate here that by using
two nanoantennas characterized by detuned LSPRs and precise phase shap-
ing, it is possible to obtain contrast in the SH between the two nanoanten-
nas, and to produce different colors in their SH spectra, which is at the basis
of multicolor SH imaging. The biocompatibility of metallic NPs [81] together
with the versatility in the fabrication processes, make the results presented
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here relevant for biological applications.
3.4.1 Intensity contrast
I first discuss the possibility of achieving contrast in the total SH intensity by
using phase shaping. These results might provide a useful tool to distinguish
two different nanoantennas when spectrally resolved detection is not avail-
able. It was shown previously [69] that contrast in the SH intensity can be
obtained between different materials (BaTiO3 and SiC) by changing the wave-
length of a relatively narrowband laser from 800 to 880nm, as a consequence
of different conversion efficiencies of the materials at the two wavelengths.
However, such contrast mechanism requires two different lasers to be aligned
in exactly the same way in an optical microscope, which is a difficult opera-
tion. A change in the spectral phase of a broadband laser pulse is a simpler
way to obtain contrast in the SH intensity.
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Fig. 3.8: a,b,c) Spectrally integrated MIIPS traces of the indicated nanoantenna pairs.
The vertical axis is the same for the three graphs. d,e,f) Ratio of the spectrally inte-
grated SH intensity between A1/A4, A3/A4 and A2/A3 respectively as a function of the
phase offset ±. The vertical axis is the same for the three graphs. The arrows repre-
sent for each graph the points at which maximum and minimum ratio occur. The
corresponding ± values generate maximum contrast between the two nanoantennas.
Fig. 3.8 a-c show spectrally integratedMIIPS traces for four different nano-
antennas, which were obtained from MIIPS traces similar to those shown in
Fig. 3.3 upon integration over the wavelength axis. In every graph a pair of
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traces measured on nanoantennas of different lengths is plotted to highlight
their differences. SH maxima and minima, for different nanoantennas, were
obtained at different ± values in a MIIPS scan, i.e. upon application of dif-
ferent spectral phases by the SLM. Because A1 and A4 were resonant on the
opposite side of the laser spectrum (see extinction curves in Fig. 3.1), the cor-
responding integrated MIIPS traces in Fig. 3.8 a are maximally shifted. The
relative shift is reduced for the traces corresponding to A3 and A4 (Fig. 3.8 b)
and is almost zero for the traces of A2 and A3 (Fig. 3.8 c), which, according to
the extinction measurements, had almost overlapping LSPRs.
In Fig. 3.8 d-f the ratio of the spectrally integrated MIIPS traces between
A1/A4, A3/A4 and A2/A3 is plotted. From these graphs it is possible to de-
duce that the ratio between the SH signals in the experiment oscillated be-
tween ª 0.4 and ª 1.3 for A1-A4, between ª 0.6 and ª 1.1 for A3-A4 and was
almost constant for A2-A3 as a function of ±. As indicated in Fig. 3.8 d-f, ±14
and ±41 respectively represent the ± values at which the ratio A1/A4 was the
largest (so that A1 was brighter than A4) or the smallest (A4 was brighter than
A1). The same rule applies for the other pairs; for instance, at the value ±34,
A3 was brighter than A4 and at ±23 A2 was brighter than A3. The application
of the spectral phases corresponding to ±14 and ±41, or the analogous ± val-
ues for different nanoantenna pairs, generated the highest SH contrast in the
nanoantennas. The available contrast was larger formore spectrally separated
LSPRs. Calling A1(±14) the total SH intensity from A1 for the phase ±14, the
contrast between A1 and A4 for the phases ±14 and ±41 is defined as:
A1(±14)
A4(±14)
A4(±41)
A1(±41)
(3.5)
The contrast for other nanoantennas is defined analogously. In the case of the
A1-A4 pair themaximumcontrast reached a factor ofª 3; a factor ofª 2 for the
A3-A4 pair and negligible contrast could be obtained for A2-A3. These results
demonstrate that plasmonic nanoantennas of different lengths can be used to
obtain contrast in the SH by applying different spectral phases. As only the
phase of the laser field (and not the amplitude) was changed, this result can
be ascribed to a coherent effect, stemming from the relatively narrow (nar-
rower than the laser spectrum) LSPRs in these systems. However, to exploit
this contrast for imaging purposes, two actions are still required, namely the
acquisition of two different images of the sample, one for each spectral phase.
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The rest of the chapter shows that, once having two nanoantennas that dif-
fer enough in their LSPRs, the best way of obtaining contrast is to exploit the
different SH spectra generated by the nanoantennas together with spectrally
resolved detection.
3.4.2 Spectral contrast
The graphs in Fig. 3.9 a-c show SH spectra recorded during the MIIPS exper-
iments on different pairs of nanoantennas for the indicated ± values. The
dashed black line separates the spectral range in a blue (∏< 408nm) and a red
(∏ > 413nm) spectral region. The chosen ± values correspond to the phases
that maximized the spectral contrast between the nanoantenna pairs in the
two spectral regions. The SH spectra in the graph corresponding to the pair
A1-A4, peak on the opposite sides of the SH range and the spectral difference
is lower in the graphs corresponding to A3-A4 and A2-A3 pairs. By spectrally
splitting the detection and sending the blue region of the SH to one detector
(called blue detector) and the red region to a second detector (red detector),
multicolor SH imaging should becomes possible. To demonstrate this con-
cept, in Fig. 3.9 d-f calculations of the hypothetical spatial images that one
would obtain on the two detectors are reported. The red and blue spots in the
images represent the SH from the nanoantennas as the red and the blue detec-
tors would measure. The spatially integrated intensity of the spots are equal
to to the spectrally integrated SH spectra of Fig. 3.9 a-c in the corresponding
spectral window. In the case of the A1-A4 pair, using spectrally resolved detec-
tion, the blue detector would mainly be sensitive to the SH from A1 whereas
the red one would mainly detect the SH from A4. Calling A1blue and A1red the
total SH intensity from A1 in the blue and red spectral windows respectively,
it is possible to define the spectral contrast between A1 and A4 (and for the
other pairs) in the two different detectors as:
A1blue
A4blue
A4red
A1red
(3.6)
Based on the SH spectra of Fig. 3.9, the pair A1-A4 produced a spectrally re-
solved contrast of a factor of ª 50, the pair A2-A4 a factor of ª 6, and almost
no contrast was generated by the pair A2-A3.
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Fig. 3.9: Multicolor second harmonic spectra. The SH detection is split at 410nm
(black dashed line). a,b,c) SH spectra for the indicated nanoantennas that maximize
the contrast between the blue (∏< 408nm) and red (∏> 413nm) side of the SH range.
d,e,f) The blue and red dots are illustrations of how the different nanoantennaswould
appear on spectrally selective two-dimensional images.
3.4.3 Demonstration ofmulticolor imaging
The above analysis suggests that by using suitable nanoantennas in combi-
nation with the appropriate laser spectral phase, different colors in the SH
spectra can be obtained. The possibility ofmulticolor second harmonic imag-
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ing is thus demonstrated. However, the nanoantennas considered so far, i.e.
ª 400nm silver nanoantennas (Fig. 3.1), were too large to be used as real bi-
ological labels. In order to prove the usefulness of this proposal, smaller NPs,
closer to real experimental conditions in biological imaging, should be inves-
tigated. We therefore prepared a different sample of plasmonic nanoantennas
and repeated the experiment.
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Fig. 3.10: Multicolor second harmonic imaging. a) SEM images of an array of gold
nanoantennas of different lengths andhigher resolution SEM images of the individual
100nmand 130nmnanoantennas. d) Two-color SH image of the same array acquired
in one scan, showing contrast between different species, with longer nanoantennas
more red. The blue (∏< 400nm) and red (400<∏< 420nm) side of the SH-spectrum
are pseudo-colored blue and red.
The sample consisted of gold nano-rods of length varying between 90nm
and 130nm. Even though silver is generally considered to be a good plas-
monic material at optical wavelengths, its propensity to oxidize, compared to
gold,makes it a difficultmaterial toworkwith. Formulticolor SH imaging gold
nanoantennas seem a more suitable solution. In order to have smaller nano-
antennas but still in resonance with the laser field, the gold nano-rods were
fabricated to be resonant with the ∏eff/2 mode. As shown in the SEM images
of Fig. 3.10 a, in the same array, columns of 100nm alternated with columns
of 120nm and 130nm gold nanoantennas. The 100nm ones were resonant
with the blue side of the laser spectrum and the resonance shifted to the red
for longer nanoantennas. In this way nanoantennas with different LSPRs were
close to each other and could be readily imaged in a single scan.
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For themulticolor imaging purpose, the array shown in Fig. 3.10 a was im-
aged with two different APDs simultaneously. With a dichroic mirror and ad-
ditional spectral filters, the blue part of the SH light (∏ < 400nm) was sent to
one APD and the red part to the other (400 < ∏ < 420nm). Representing the
image collected by the blue (red) APDwith a blue (red) pseudo color-scale and
overlaying the two images, the false color image of Fig. 3.10b was obtained. In
this image good contrast is apparent between the 100nm nanoantenna and
the 120nm and 130nm, due to the difference in the LSPRs. The 100nm NPs
appear blue to violet in the image, while the 120 and 130nmNPs are purple to
red.
Fig. 3.10 is a strong indication that the multicolor SH imaging technique
proposed in this section is possible, even by using smaller (ª 100nm) nanoan-
tennas. However, there are also several limitations that need to be discussed.
(i) The sample used was not fully optimized for the experiment. The shape
and size of the silver nanoantennas used in the first part of this chapter were
designed to produce the narrowest resonances at the laser wavelength and
generate high SH signal. In contrast, the LSPRs associated to the gold nano-
rods (see simulations in Chap. 5) were spectrally broader and the contrast was
therefore smaller than the one shown in Fig. 3.9 a. By exploiting the flexibility
in the fabrication together with the understanding of plasmonic effects, bet-
ter suited samples will be designed in the future. (ii) In Fig. 3.10b it is also
apparent that some nanoantennas did not completely follow the trend of the
others or produced lower SH intensity. This differences can be attributed to
variations in the fabrication of the nanoantennas. (iii) The APDs used for ac-
quiring the images had very low efficiency (< 6%) for ∏ < 400nm. Long inte-
gration times (20ms) for each pixel in the image (4 ·104 pixels) were needed.
The scan of Fig. 3.10b thus took around 13minutes. Despite this long integra-
tion times, the images acquired by the blue APD were still quite noisy, which
causes the higher blue than red background in Fig. 3.10b. The use of detectors
with higher efficiency at the SH wavelength would be very beneficial.
There are therefore several ways of improving the multicolor SH imaging
technique. However, despite all these difficulties, different colors in the image
of Fig. 3.10b are already visible. If correctly improved, this technique might
become a useful alternative to standard multicolor imaging based on fluores-
cent markers.
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3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter I have shown that resonant plasmonic nanoantennas affect an
incident laser field, according to the spectral position of their LSPRs. By using
an ultrafast phase-controlled laser pulse, calibrated in accordance to the find-
ings of Chap. 2, the LSPRs can be captured and actively used. I have demon-
strated that both the amplitude and the very small phase component of the
resonance can be accurately measured using MIIPS. This method was used
in simple silver nano-rods, but can easily be generalized to arbitrary nano-
structures. I have then shown that the properties of nanoantennas to produce
different SH spectra, in combination with the phase shaping ability, can be
used to obtain different colors in the SH spectra from different nanoantennas.
This has the potential to be applied for real multicolor SH imaging. I have
shown in this chapter the realization of a first experiment demonstrating this
concept. Importantly, this kind of spectral contrast can only be obtained by
using broadband laser pulses, with a bandwidth larger than the LSPRs, while
the use of narrowband pulses of different wavelengths would not generate
spectral contrast between different nanoantennas. In order to push this con-
trast further, even broader laser spectra, or narrower LSPRs would be benefi-
cial.
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CHAPTER 4
Closed loop control
of single emitters
In this chapter I discuss our achievements in the active control of nonlinear
processes in single nanoparticles. The goal is to develop a reliable closed loop
coherent control scheme capable of addressing single quantum emitters at the
nanoscale. To demonstrate this we used single semiconductor quantum dots as
nanoscale quantum emitters and a novel optimization algorithm that is robust
to noise and converges in a reduced amount of steps, evenwhen operating at the
few photon level. For the QDs used, precise theoretical predictions regarding
their nonlinear absorption can be made, and the outcome of the closed loop
control experiment can be verified against a theoretical model. By considering
the signal generated by a single quantum dot and taking into account the speed
of the optimization loop, the results described here suggest that this closed loop
scheme could be extended to the study of singlemolecules at room temperature.
This chapter is based on:
• Accanto N, de Roque P, Galvan-Sosa M, Christodoulou S, Moreels I, &
van Hulst NF. Rapid and robust optimal control of single quantum dots.
Submitted (2016)
4. Closed loop control of single emitters
In the previous chapters I demonstrated our ability to observe single nano-
systems with ultrafast time resolution and high phase sensitivity. This ability
made it possible to visualize coherent responses in plasmonic nanoantennas.
The ultimate goal of this thesis is, however, not only to observe but to actively
manipulate the evolution of a single nano-system using precisely tailored op-
tical fields. Starting from the 1980s, researchers in the field of coherent control
have developed numerous control schemes to manipulate light-matter inter-
actions [24, 25, 27, 128, 129]. Here the objective is to extend the closed loop
control scheme [130], so far limited to the study of ensembles, to individual
nano-emitters.
The method to study phase effects in nanoantennas used in Chap. 3 was
first tested in Chap. 2 with a proof of principle experiment on systems with no
intrinsic resonant responses. Analogously, here I introduce our closed loop
coherent control scheme and describe a test experiment on single semicon-
ductor QDs characterized by high TPA cross sections and broadband absorp-
tion. Using a novel maximization algorithm, closed loop optimization of the
TPPL from a single QD was achieved, which constitutes an example of a sim-
ple coherent control experiment. Because the nonlinear interaction in these
systems is well theoretically understood, the experimental solution can be
compared to theoretical expectations. Based on the amount of signal gener-
ated by the QDs and the number of iterations needed for convergence, the
analysis presented in this chapter suggests that this method is suitable for
more experimentally challenging closed loop coherent control experiments in
single nano-systems, as the one described in the next chapter on plasmonic
nanoantennas.
4.1 Control of single emitters,
a great experimental challenge
Coherent control can be defined as the process of steering the quantumevolu-
tion of a system to the desired outcome by applying tailored electromagnetic
fields that exploit the coherence properties of the excitation fields and/or the
system under study [24–27, 128, 129]. Since its introduction, different control
schemes have been proposed and experiments have demonstrated control of
different processes [4, 21–23, 86, 130–148]. A common experimental imple-
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mentation of coherent controlmakes use of broadbandphase-controlled laser
pulses to induce interference in the system under study. By inducing con-
structive interference between the pathways that connect the initial state to
the desired final state and destructive interference among the pathways lead-
ing to unwanted final states, the system is actively steered towards the desired
target [24–26, 129].
The main conceptual difficulty in a coherent control experiment is to de-
termine the ideal laser field for the specific system under study. Two main
paradigms can be adopted to solve this problem. In the first one researchers
assume a certain Hamiltonian for the system and calculate the laser field that
leads to the desired final state [21, 140], which is then synthesized and exper-
imentally applied to test the validity of the Hamiltonian used. The main ad-
vantage of this method is that ideally, once the laser field has been calculated
and properly synthesized, only fewmeasurements are needed to demonstrate
the control. On the other hand the applicability of this approach is hampered
by the complexity of real systems for which the Hamiltonian is only approxi-
mately known and complete calculations are unrealistic. For this reason often
simpler and more intuitive electric fields are applied, which might still lead
to some level of control but are not necessarily the best suited ones to solve
the targeted problem [19]. The alternative approach is the closed loop control
scheme, first introduced by Judson and Rabitz [130] in 1992. In a closed loop
experiment, a specific observable (e.g. fluorescence from molecules or SHG
from crystals) is used as feedback variable and guides a learning algorithm
that progressively adjusts the laser field (normally its spectral phase) in order
to maximize the feedback variable. The advantage of this approach is that no
a priori knowledge of the system under study is needed. A disadvantage of
closed loop coherent control is that often long time (several minutes or even
hours) is needed for the learning algorithm to converge. The investigated sys-
tems must therefore provide sufficient, stable and long lasting signals for the
experiment to be possible.
In the case of individual nano-emitters and large molecules at room tem-
perature, the implementation of both the coherent control approaches out-
lined above is very demanding. For these complex systems the complete the-
oretical solution thatmaximizes the desired effect cannot be easily calculated.
At the same time the stability requirements for a closed loop control experi-
ment are generally in conflict with the specific nature of single emitters. As
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one moves from ensemble measurements to the investigation of individual
systems, the observable signal reduces to the single photon level, the shot-
noise can be of the order of several percent [149] and photoinduced processes
such as blinking and photobleaching, that quantum emitters like molecules
and QDs undergo at room temperature [150], practically limit the observation
time to few minutes. These difficulties explain why only few examples of co-
herent control in single emitters at room temperature exist so far. In previous
works from this group [16–18] the coherence properties of single molecules
and light harvesting complexes were investigated with a two-pulse delay ex-
periment with pre-designed spectral phases. The choice of the laser fields was
based on the ensemble absorption spectrum of the molecules, but did not
assure the maximization (or minimization) of the targeted signal (the fluores-
cence from singlemolecules). A recent experiment [12] demonstrated enough
sensitivity to attempt a closed loop control experiment on single molecules in
the linear weak-excitation limit. In that case, no optimization could be ob-
tained and the fluorescence signal from the molecules remained unchanged.
I describe here the closed loop control scheme we developed, which, by
acting on the spectral phase of the laser field, is capable of optimizing the
fluorescence signal from individual quantum emitters. The first step towards
this achievement is the understanding that learning algorithms that work well
for ensembles are not necessarily ideal for the investigation of single nano-
systems. To overcome the problems associated with noise, instability and
photobleaching of single emitters, a learning algorithm must fulfill two re-
quirements.
• The trial phases used need to produce an effect larger than the stochas-
tic noise of the signal, which allows the algorithm to determine the spec-
tral phase within a certain subset that optimizes the signal from the
single emitter. If the variation produced by the application of different
phases is smaller than the intrinsic noise then phase induced changes
are not detectable and the optimization of the control signal does not
converge.
• The optimal solution has to be found in a limited amount of time, to
reduce the effects of: experimental drifts (that become relevant when
looking at single nano-systems) and photobleaching of the emitters.
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In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the experiment, we used a novel,
noise robust and fast converging learning algorithm [151], and studied the
nonlinear response in single QDs characterized by high TPA cross section.
4.2 Principles of two photon coherent control
Coherent control of multiphoton transitions has been theoretically studied
and experimentally demonstrated in ensemble of atoms, molecules and QDs
[24, 32, 58, 86–88, 147, 152–160].
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Fig. 4.1: a) Sketch of a two photon excitation process not mediated by any real in-
termediate state. b) Case of absorption line (green colored curve) narrower than the
SH spectrum. Both the dashed and the solid blue curve maximally excite the TPA,
whereas the red curve does not excite the system at all. c) Case of absorption lines
broader than the SH spectrum. Only the FL pulse maximizes the TPA.
Consider a two level system as the one depicted in Fig. 4.1 a, formed by a
ground state g and a final state f , and let ~! f g be the energy difference be-
tween the two levels. For quantum emitters in the solid state (like QDs) and at
room temperature, the quantumstates are energetically broad. Suppose that a
laser pulsewith a central frequency!0 '! f g /2 and spectralwidth¢!<! f g /2
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excites such a system. Because there are no other states but g and f , no single
photon transitions are available and the only possible excitation mechanism
is the pure TPA. The total TPA probability can be written as [57, 58, 87, 153]:
Pf g =
Z
G(!a)
ØØØØZE(!)E(!a °!)d!ØØØØ2d!a (4.1)
Where G(!a) represents the absorption cross section at the two-photon
energy. The term
ØØRE(!)E(!a °!)d!ØØ2 is the SH spectrum at the frequency
!a (see Chap. 1). The excitation probability is essentially the product of the
SH spectrum and the absorption cross section integrated over the two-photon
frequency. Since the absorption cross section in Eq. (4.1) is a property intrin-
sic to the system, the only quantity one can act on to control the TPA is the
term
ØØRE(!)E(!a °!)d!ØØ2, which can be controlled by changing the spectral
phase of the laser pulse. As illustrated in Fig. 4.1 a, and discussed already for
the SHG case in Sec. 1.4.1, because the laser pulse is broadband in frequency,
multiple pathways in the TPA can lead to the same final state, and interference
establishes that can lead to coherent control [26, 57, 58].
From Eq. (4.1), the TPA is maximal for laser fields that maximize the SH
at every frequency !a for which G(!a) 6= 0. As illustrated in Fig. 4.1 two cases
may exist: Fig. 4.1 b,G(!a) is spectrally narrower than the SH spectrum, which
happens for instance for atomic transitions [86, 153]; or Fig. 4.1 c, G(!a) is
broader than the SH spectrum, which is the case formany solid state quantum
systems at room temperature [57, 58, 87, 147].
In the case of narrow absorption lines, the TPA can be greatly influenced
by phase shaping the incident laser field [86, 153]. This can be understood
from Fig. 4.1 b: the red SH spectrum, which can be obtained by imposing a
certain spectral phase, has zero intensity in the rangeG(!a) 6= 0 and thus does
not excite at all the two level system. The corresponding laser pulse is a dark
pulse for the system under study. In contrast, the dashed and the solid blue
curves represent SH spectra both producing maximal TPA in the system, even
if the first one corresponds to a FL pulse and the second one results from a
non-flat spectral phase, and therefore a longer pulse.
The possibility of controlling TPA in systems with broad transitions by ul-
trafast phase shaping was first demonstrated in [57, 58, 147]. In this case, as
shown in Fig. 4.1 c, sinceG(!a) 6= 0 for every!a in the SH range, the only solu-
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tion to the TPA maximization is the FL pulse, which maximizes the SH for ev-
ery frequency. Nevertheless, by using tailored spectral phases and exploiting
interference among the multiple pathways that are available for multiphoton
excitation, it is possible to finely adjust the SH spectrum to the subtle differ-
ences in absorption of different species of molecules [57, 147, 161], or to en-
hance a certain nonlinear process with respect to another (for example two-
versus three-photon absorption) [58].
In the case of the experiment described here, as shown later in this chap-
ter (see Fig. 4.2), the QDs could only be excited through a pure TPA process, as
the laser spectrumwas chosen not to overlap with any available single photon
transition in the QDs. Moreover, the absorption spectrum of the QDs was very
broad at the SH range and all the SH frequencies could be absorbedwith simi-
lar efficiency. The case of Fig. 4.1 c and the considerationsmade in this section
for broad absorption lines therefore apply. In particular, in the experiment, we
exploited the fact that FL pulses are the only solution to the maximization of
the TPA (and therefore of the TPPL), to compare the result of the closed loop
optimization against a theoretical prediction.
4.3 The quantum dots studied
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Fig. 4.2: a) Typical SEM image of a sample of QDs, taken from [162] b) Absorption and
photoluminescence spectrum of the QDs, together with the laser spectrum used in
the experiment. The colored region of the PL spectrum corresponds to the amount of
PL detected in the experiment, considering that a 680nm short-pass filter was used.
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The QDs studied weremade in the group of IwanMoreels at the Italian In-
stitute of Technology in Genova. They were colloidal QDs consisting of a core
of cadmium selenide (CdSe) and a shell of cadmium sulphide (CdS). For fab-
rication details I refer to the recent work by Christodoulou et al. [162]. For the
experiment, the QDs were dispersed in toluene and spin coated in a PMMA
matrix on a microscope coverlsip.
Fig. 4.2 shows SEM images as well as optical characterization of the QDs.
The QDs were composed of a 4.8x15nm CdSe core rod embedded in a CdS
shell that yielded an overall QD size of 9.8nm by 44nm. The relatively large
(compared to other QDs or single molecules) volume of the CdS shell made
them efficient two-photon absorbers [163–165], which in turns resulted in
high TPPL emission. In general, in CdSe/CdS core/shell QDs the total vol-
ume determines the cross section for TPA and is givenmostly by the CdS shell
volume; whereas the exciton confinement, and thus the emission spectrum,
can be tuned independently by changing the dimensions of the CdSe core.
At the same time, the shell surrounding the core makes CdSe/CdS QDs very
stable against photo-bleaching and blinking [166] and therefore suitable for
single QD experiments. As one can see from Fig. 4.2 b, the investigated QDs
had an absorption spectrum dominated by the CdS shell absorption with an
onset at 515nm, and a Stokes shifted photoluminescence (PL) emission cen-
tered at 670nm. Fig. 4.2 b also shows that the laser spectrum did not overlap
with the absorption of the QDs, meaning that only pure TPA (and not single
photon absorption) was possible in this configuration. The colored region of
the PL spectrum corresponds to the amount of PL we actually detected in the
experiment, considering that a 680nm short-pass filter was used to cut the
laser light reflected from the sample.
4.4 The optimization algorithm
Fig. 4.3 is a sketch of a closed loop control experiment on a single QD. As in
the previous chapters, the pulse shaper controlled the spectral phase '(!) of
the laser field. The shaped pulse excited single QDs in the confocal micro-
scope with two-photon excitation. The TPPL emitted by the desired QD was
detected by an APD and constituted the feedback variable for the learning al-
gorithm. The objective of the algorithm was to optimize the TPPL signal by
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Fig. 4.3: Schematics of the closed loop control experiment on single QDs. The TPPL
emitted by single QDs constitutes the feedback signal for the learning algorithm that
changes the spectral phase applied by the SLM until the phase producing maximal
TPPL is found.
changing the spectral phase of the laser pulse, i.e. by applying a phase mask
on the SLM.
In the following, I describe the basic principles of the optimization algo-
rithm. Further detail can be found in [151]. The algorithm divides the TPPL
maximization problem in a series of simpler one-dimensional problems in the
frequency domain, and it is therefore called multiple one-dimensional search
(MODS) algorithm [151]. The electric field, for the Fourier theorem, can be de-
composed in a linear combination of its frequency components, which is ef-
fectively what happens inside the pulse shaper (see Chap. 1), where the laser
beam is dispersed by a diffraction grating and different parts of the SLM act
on different frequency intervals. In theMODS optimization, the frequency in-
tervals, also called nodes, are obtained by grouping together several pixels of
the SLM. The optimization addresses one node at a time, changing its phase,
while the other nodes are kept constant. Labeling every node with the index
j = 1, ...n, where n is the total number of nodes, the solution the algorithm
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searches for is of the form:
E(t )'X
j
E j e
i' j ei! j t (4.2)
The MODS algorithm changes the quantities ' j one at a time to maxi-
mize the desired feedback variable. For every node, the phase is varied a finite
number of times, usually between 2 and 5 times, in the 0 to 2º range. ' j is
then fixed to the value that maximizes the TPPL and the algorithm proceeds
to solve the problem for the j + 1 case. Practically, in a complete iteration,
n simpler optimizations are performed, in which the best ' j is searched be-
tween 2 to 5 different possibilities. This process is illustrated in Fig. 4.4 in the
case of n = 40 and 5 different searches for every node. In this case a complete
iterations would require 200 different measurements.
node number1 2 39 40
Phase
2π
0
φ
j
φ
j+1
φ
j+2
Fig. 4.4: Working principles of the MODS algorithm. The problem is divided in 40
nodes in the frequency domain. All the nodes are set to zero (red points) at the begin-
ning. As the algorithm proceeds, the phase ' j of individual nodes is changed sepa-
rately (5 times) and fixed to the value that maximizes the feedback variable. Interpo-
lation between adjacent nodes is performed to produce a smooth phase mask.
The choice of the number of nodes to use is critical for two main reasons.
On the one hand it determines the sampling rate of the algorithm. The solu-
tions that the algorithm can produce are limited to those functions that can
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be sampled in the form of Eq. (4.2). If the best solution to a problem corre-
sponds to a spectral phase '(!) that varies more rapidly than the sampling
rate, the best solution cannot be well reproduced. Choosing a small number
of nodes therefore limits the capability of the algorithm to find the best solu-
tion. On the other hand, the frequency band of a node also determines how
large will the total change in the feedback variable (in this case in the TPPL
from a single QD) be when varying ' j from a value to a different one in the
search for the maximum. As discussed above, an important criterion for the
optimization success is that the variation of the feedback signal produced by
the application of different phases, is larger than the intrinsic noise of the sys-
tem. A too large amount of nodes, i.e. a too small frequency band associated to
every node, would result in only small variations of the feedback signal, which
might hamper the optimization. A careful choice of the number of nodes is
therefore crucial in order to make the optimization possible and, at the same
time, assure that the best solution can be reproduced to a sufficient level of ap-
proximation. The second requirement that the algorithmmust fulfill in order
to address single emitter problems, is to be fast, reaching the best solution to
a given problem within the temporal limits imposed by signal drifts and pho-
tobleaching of the sample. As shown in the following, a total of 300 or fewer
acquisitions is typically sufficient for the MODS algorithm to find the best so-
lution, which is a reduction of one to two orders of magnitude compared to
standard evolutionary strategies [12, 159].
4.5 Two photon absorptionmaximization
in single quantum dots
Fig. 4.5 presents the main result of this experimental chapter, namely the re-
alization of a phase-only closed loop optimization of the TPPL emitted by in-
dividual QDs at room temperature. Fig. 4.5 a and b show two dimensional
confocal images of a sample containing CdSe/CdS QDs before and after the
optimization procedure. After optimization overall higher signals were ob-
served from the QDs. The bright spots in the images correspond to the TPPL
emitted by single or small clusters of QDs. We choose QDs presenting low
TPPL signal (circled QDs) as candidates for the optimization experiment on
single emitters and performed photon correlationmeasurements to discrimi-
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Fig. 4.5: a,b) TPPL image of the sample before and after the maximization. The TPPL
signal from the QDs increases upon maximization. c) Photon correlation measure-
ments for the indicated QDs. A pronounced antibunching dip at zero time delay is
visible. As explained in the text, themeasurement was not corrected for detector dark
counts, or for the presence of biexcitons. d) Maximization traces taken on different
QDs. The TPPL increases of a factor between 4 and 6. Parameters for the optimiza-
tion: 40 nodes, 4 different searches for every node, 2 total iterations.
nate between single QDs and aggregates. For these measurements we used a
helium neon laser that excited the QDs with one photon excitation, we subse-
quently divided the collected PL from the QDs with a beam splitter and sent
it to two different APDs arranged in a Hanbury-Brown and Twiss intensity in-
terferometer configuration. The results are shown in Fig. 4.5 c, which confirm
that the QDs indeed behaved like non-classical quantum emitters, as can be
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deduced from the photon antibunching dip at time zero. Second order photon
correlation traces were not corrected for accidental coincidences arising from
detector dark counts, neither for the presence of biexcitons in QDs. Thick-
shell QDs, like the ones used here, present high biexciton photoluminescence
quantum yields [167]. This has the effect of increasing the normalized coinci-
dences at zero-time delay up to 12 for high excitation powers [168] (a relatively
high power was necessary in these experiments in order to characterize many
different QDs in a reduced amount of time).
After selecting the suitable QDs behaving as single emitters, the MODS al-
gorithmwas used to performTPPL optimization on the chosenQDs. Different
optimization traces are presented in Fig. 4.5 d, where the TPPL for three dif-
ferent QDs is plotted for every step of the optimization algorithm. As different
phases were applied by the SLM, the TPPL signal increased until reaching a
maximum value. For all the investigated QDs the TPPL was found to increase
by a factor of approximately 4 - 6. In the case of QD3, a lower TPPL increase
was found, which might have several explanations. For this specific QDs the
maximization processmight have followed a different path with respect to the
otherQDs. As a consequence, additional iterationsmight have beennecessary
in order to reach full maximization. Another possible explanation is the drift
in the TPPL signal during the experiment. For some QDs upon continuous il-
lumination for several seconds, a slight TPPL decrease was noticed, probably
as a consequence of small photo damage of the QD surface.
Even if slightly different amounts of TPPL increase were measured for dif-
ferent QDs, the results of Fig. 4.5 show that our closed loop control scheme
was capable of optimizing the TPPL even from a single QD. To make a com-
parison with previous single molecule investigations from this group [16, 18]
it must be noted that: (i) this experiment was carried out in low signal condi-
tions. For these QDs the typical TPPL intensity was in the range 2000 to 7500
photons per second with an average excitation power of 20°50µW, which is
comparable to the power and signal levels used in [16]. (ii) With a total num-
ber of 300 acquisitions, the algorithm was able to find the optimal solution.
In order to have sufficient signal to noise ratio, typical integration times of
100 to 800ms were used for every acquisition. This means that the full maxi-
mization was carried out in about a minute, which is in stark contrast to other
evolutionary optimization strategies in which hundreds of generations with
a pool of hundreds of measurements per generation are necessary. Under
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such conditions, closed loop control experiments become possible even in
single molecules, where the typical signals are low and the times before pho-
tobleaching in the fewminutes range.
4.6 Characterization of the optimal solution
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Fig. 4.6: a) Laser spectrum (shaded grey curve), initial spectral phase measured with
MIIPS (red curve) and the inverse phase mask obtained with the closed loop opti-
mization on QDs (blue curve). The light blue shaded region represents the uncer-
tainty on the determination of the phase mask, corresponding to the standard devia-
tion calculated repeating the maximization process several times. b) Autocorrelation
of the final laser pulse, corresponding to a pulse duration of 20fs. c) Comparison
of the normalized TPPL counts from a single QDs before optimization (black points),
applying the algorithm phase (blue points) and the MIIPS phase (red points).
To conclude that the closed loop control scheme described in this chapter
is indeed applicable to single molecule investigations, it is necessary to verify
the quality of the solution found by the algorithm. As discussed in Sec. 4.2, for
the QDs studied here, the only solution that maximizes the TPA, and hence
the TPPL, is the FL pulse. The closed loop control experiment started with a
pre-defined initial phase mask applied by the SLM, which was progressively
changed until a final phase mask that maximized the TPPL from the QDs was
reached. Assuming that the algorithm essentially compensated for the phase
distortions and compressed the pulse in time, then the difference between the
initial and the final phase mask should correspond to the phase distortions
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initially present in the pulse.
The phase difference between the initial and the final phase applied by
the SLM, called the algorithm phase, is shown in Fig. 4.6 a. We then separately
measured the initial phase distortions of the laser pulse using MIIPS on SH
nanoparticles, as described in Chap. 2, which is shown in red in Fig. 4.6 a. Be-
cause the algorithm phase and the MIIPS phase look similar, it is possible to
conclude that the MODS algorithm indeed compressed the pulse in time, in
agreement with theoretical predictions. This is confirmed by the pulse au-
tocorrelation (Fig. 4.6 b) measured with the final phase mask applied on the
SLM, which corresponds to a pulse as short as 20fs, close to the FL. An ad-
ditional confirmation, which also gives a good comparison with the MIIPS re-
sults is given in Fig. 4.6 c, which shows the normalized TPPL counts froma sin-
gle QD before any optimization, i.e. with the initial phase, with the algorithm
phase and theMIIPS phase applied respectively. The signal increase obtained
with the MODS algorithm was close to 90% of what MIIPS could obtain. This
practically means that theMODS algorithm found a solution that was close to
the FL pulse, without retrieving the perfect pulse compression. However, one
has to take into account that MIIPS is an optimized method for compressing
pulses and takes advantage of the good theoretical knowledge of nonlinear
optical processes to obtain FL pulses. In contrast, the MODS algorithm does
not need any pre-knowledge and can optimize on arbitrary signals. It is thus
remarkable that, without any assumption, using very small signals and in very
little time, the MODS algorithm manages to retrieve the 90% of the available
signal. In the frequency domain this means that the algorithm rearranged the
different frequency intervals (the nodes) such that they constructively inter-
fered at the sample position (see also Sec. 1.4.1), thereby creating maximal
TPA, and hence TPPL, in the QDs, which constitutes the simplest coherent
control experiment on single quantum systems.
These results, together with those shown in the previous section, demon-
strate that the closed loop control scheme presented here is able to optimize
a signal generated by individual quantum emitters, finding a solution that is
close to the one predicted by theory in a reduced amount of time. Closed loop
coherent control experiments on single molecules at room temperature be-
come possible. At the same time, the rapid optimization of the TPPL in QDs
constitutes a new pulse compressionmethod on a deeply subwavelength spa-
tial scale. Compared to the results presented in Chap. 2, this method presents
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few advantages: (i) it does not require detection of the full SHG spectrum,
which is hard to acquire for laserwavelengths shorter than 700nm (SHGwave-
lengths < 350nm) due to absorption from the refractive optical components;
(ii) the QDs used here were 100 times smaller in volume than the SHG nano-
particles previously used, which makes them the smallest particles ever-used
for pulse compression by far; (iii) the excitation power needed for generating
enough TPPL for the algorithm to converge was 20 to 300 times less than the
one used for single SHG nanoparticles, which might make this method suit-
able for pulse compression and TPPLmaximization in living tissues.
4.7 Conclusions
In this chapter I have demonstrated a closed loop control experiment capable
of addressing a single quantum emitter in the solid state at room temperature.
By optimizing the TPPL in single QDs characterized by broadband absorption
at the SH frequency, and using a novel MODS algorithm, the experiment sat-
isfied at the same time all the requirements for its applicability to the closed
loop coherent control of single molecules and other nano-systems. The sig-
nal levels in the measurements were as low as the ones found in real single
molecule experiments; the TPPL maximization was performed in less than
4min, which is well below typical phtobleaching times; the solution found
by the algorithm well reproduced the theoretical expectations for the systems
studied.
With this result at hand, we are finally able to perform real closed loop con-
trol experiments, where the coherent responses of individual nano-systems
are actively manipulated to reach the desired outcome. In the next chapter I
describe such an experiment carried out on resonant nanoantennas.
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CHAPTER 5
Controlling the
two-photon absorption
in nanoantennas
In this chapter I present a study of the two-photon absorption in gold nanoan-
tennas, which was demonstrated to occur through two successive single pho-
ton absorption events. For resonant structures, the surface plasmon resonance
acts as the intermediate state. Here, I argue that, because the localized surface
plasmon resonance has a finite coherence time on the order of 15 fs, a very fast
coherent regime in the nanoantennas develops in which the two-photon ab-
sorption process is sensitive to the phase of the incoming field. In this regime
coherent control based on active phase shaping of the laser field becomes pos-
sible. In the first part of the chapter I show evidences of this coherent regime
in single resonant nanoantennas. By studying two different nanoantennas at
the same time and using the closed loop coherent control scheme described in
the previous chapter, I then demonstrate that they can be separately controlled
using ultrashort (shorter than 50 fs) phase tailored laser pulses.
This chapter is based on:
• Accanto N, de Roque P, Galvan-Sosa M, Hancu IM, & van Hulst NF.
Closed loop phase control of the coherent two-photon absorption in reso-
nant optical nanoantennas. In preparation (2016)
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In this chapter I describe the design and experimental realization of a closed
loop coherent control scheme in resonant gold nanoantennas. In Chap. 3 I
showed that ultrafast phase-controlled pulses can excite, and resolve, a co-
herent response in such systems. In Chap. 4 I presented a method for closed
loop optimization experiments even at the level of single quantum emitters.
It appears natural to combine these abilities together in order to obtain active
control of the plasmonic response in nanoantennas.
Stockman and collaborators first linked the field of coherent control to the
study of optical nanoantennas with the objective of simultaneously achieving
nanometer as well as femtosecond control of optical fields [115, 169]. In their
theoretical proposal, they suggested that, in a plasmonic system where differ-
ent LSPRs exist at different spatial positions, an electric field with a tailored
spectral phase could excite different LSPRs at different times. This could al-
low the localized energy to be actively shifted from certain spatial locations of
the nanostructures to others on an ultrafast timescale. The feasibility of such
control principleswas subsequently demonstrated experimentally [4, 37, 170].
In these works, however, the role of the coherence of the surface plasmons
was not fully exploited. In particular, non-resonant structures were studied in
[4, 170] and the laser pulses were too long to probe any plasmonic coherence.
In [37] the coherent response of the nanoantennas was mainly used to mea-
sure their LSPRs, whereas the relation between the temporal evolution of the
electric field demonstrated there and the coherence in the systems was not
obvious.
In this chapter I present a comprehensive study of the TPA process in gold
nanoantenans. The chapter is divided into two main experimental sections.
In the former I show that, in resonant structures, for ultrashort laser pulses
(pulse duration shorter than 50 fs), a coherent regime develops in which the
TPA (and therefore the TPPL) is sensitive to the spectral phase of the laser
pulse and can therefore be actively controlled solely by phase shaping. I then
describe a closed loop coherent control experiment, based on the use of the
MODS algorithm (see Sec. 4.4), that separately controls the TPA in two differ-
ent nanoantennas by working in such a coherent regime and exploiting the
subtle differences in their resonant response.
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5.1 The nanoantennas studied
The sample studied in this chapter was similar to the one described in Sec. 3.4.
It consisted of gold nano-rods of length varying between 90nm and 190nm,
fabricated using electron beam lithography on a glass coverslip coated with a
10nm thin layer of indium tin oxide (ITO). SEM images of the nanoantennas
are shown in Fig. 3.10. The width and height of the nanoantennas were both
fixed at 50nm and they were fabricated to be resonant with the basic ∏eff/2
mode (where ∏eff is the effective wavelength of the guided mode along the
nano-rod axis) excited by the laser field. In order to study two nanoantennas
characterized by different LSPRs at the same time, they were arranged in pairs
of different lengths separated by 2µm.
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Fig. 5.1: TPPL image of an array of nanoantennas together with a schematic of the ar-
rangement of the sample. Ten different rows of nanoantenna pairs are present in the
array. The lower nanoantennas in the pair has a length of 90nm and the upper length
ranges from 100nm to 190nm. Higher TPPL signal is detected in correspondence to
nanoantennas of length from 90nm to 120nm, which are in resonance with the ex-
citation field. The schematic on the right side is a zoom in the region of resonant
nanoantennas.
Fig. 5.1 shows a confocal TPPL image of an array of the investigated nanos-
tructures. Ten different rows of nanoantenna pairs are visible, in which the
length of the lower nanoantennas in the pairs was kept at the constant value
of 90nm, whereas that of the upper ones was swept from 100 to 190nm. As
Fig. 5.1 demonstrates, nanoantennas of lengths ranging from 90nm to 120nm
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produced higher TPPL than the others, suggesting that theywere in resonance
with the excitation field. Because for nano-rods of constant width, increas-
ing the length shifts the spectral position of the LSPR to the red [92], 90nm
(120nm) long nanoantennas should be resonantwith the blue (red) part of the
laser spectrum respectively (as confirmed by simulations shown in Fig. 5.9).
5.2 The role of the intermediate state
The TPPL has extensively been used to investigate plasmonic nanoantennas
[37, 89–93, 171–173]. The nature of the TPA process in gold was studied by
different groups [89, 91, 119, 171, 174] and demonstrated to involve two suc-
cessive single photon absorption processes, mediated by a real transition. In
the case of nanoantennas resonant with the laser pulse, the LSPR acts as the
intermediate state, enhancing the TPA process [91, 119]. In other words, the
excitation laser induces the absorption of a first photon at the LSPR frequency
after which a second photon is absorbed to complete the TPA process. This is
in contrast with, for example, the case of the QDs described in Chap. 4, where
the TPA occurs through a virtual state (see Fig. 4.2).
Biagioni and collaborators [89] studied the dependence of the TPPL in-
tensity in gold nano-structures on the pulse duration, for pulses longer than
the plasmon dephasing time. Decreasing the pulse duration from 10ps to
ª 1ps resulted in an increase of the TPPL, followed by a saturation behavior
for pulses in the range 1ps to 50 fs, where the TPPL no longer varied as a func-
tion of the pulse duration. For a pure two-photon excitation process with no
intermediate transition (as the TPA in QDs or the SHG in crystals) instead,
one would expect that the two-photon excitation probability scales as the in-
verse of the pulse duration, therefore continuously increasing as the pulse gets
shorter in time [58]. The behavior of the TPPL in gold can be explained on the
basis of a resonant mediated TPA, where the intermediate state has a finite
lifetime [89, 91, 119, 171]. In such a scenario, the second photon impinging
on the sample at a different time than the first one but within the lifetime of
the intermediate state, still interacts with the intermediate state population
excited by the first photon, and thus can lead to TPA. As a consequence, for
resonant mediated TPA, changing the pulse duration below the intermediate
state lifetime, but still above the plasmon dephasing time, does not produce
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appreciable changes in the total TPA and therefore in the TPPL [89]. For pulses
longer than the lifetime instead, a dependence on the pulse duration is ob-
served. In this case, making a pulse shorter increases the probability that a
second photon absorption occurs before the intermediate state population
has decayed and therefore increases the probability for TPA. The lifetime of
the intermediate state was previously measured for different nano-structures
and determined to be in the few hundreds to thousands of femtosecond range
[89, 91, 174].
However, as shown in Chap. 3 and recently measured by different groups
[7, 8, 13, 37, 116–121], the plasmon dephasing time in plasmonic nanoanten-
nas is on the order of ª 15 fs, and therefore within the time resolution of our
laser system. By decreasing the pulse duration below 50 fs, one should be able
to induce and detect coherent effects in the TPA. To explore this regime we
therefore investigated the dependence of the TPPL in gold nanoantennas on
the pulse duration, for pulses shorter than 50 fs.
5.2.1 Dependence of the TPA on the pulse duration
The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 5.2. The length ø of the pulse
was varied in the range 20 fs to ª 1ps by applying different amounts of lin-
ear chirp with the SLM. We performed two different experiments: first, we
recorded the variation of the SH intensity from a single BaTiO3 NP, which we
used as reference; second, the TPPL as a function of the pulse length from a
resonant 90nm nanoantenna in the sample of Fig. 5.1 was measured.
It is important to specify here that, even if the nanoantennas themselves
produce SH, as demonstrated in Chap. 3, in general the ratio between the SH
and TPPL intensities is quite low, meaning that they mainly produce TPPL
and only little SH. Moreover, because the SH signal is expected to decrease
for long pulse duration, measuring SH from single nanoantennas for pulses
longer than 100 fs would be very challenging. We therefore decided to use
BaTiO3 NPs as SH references because the measurements could be performed
more easily. At the same time, when measuring the TPPL from nanoanten-
nas we made sure that the contribution from SHG was negligible. For TPPL
measurements we used 680nm short-pass filters to cut the laser spectrum.
We carefully checked that, at the power used, no SH spectrum could be mea-
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sured even for the shortest pulse duration. Repeating the TPPL experiments
presented in Fig. 5.2 adding a 500nm long-pass filter to cut the SHG produced
the same results, confirming that no spurious SH component was present.
As expected from theory [58], the SH intensity varies as ø°1 and the exper-
imental points in the graph of Fig. 5.2 a are well reproduced by the calcula-
tions based on the excitation laser spectrum and the applied spectral phase.
The small difference between the data and theory might be attributed to the
error in the measurement of the laser spectrum (a possible difference in the
detection efficiency of the spectrometer between the blue and red side of the
broadband laser results in an error in the SH prediction), or in a discrepancy
between the phase we sent to the SLM and the real spectral phase applied on
the laser pulse, especially for large values of the applied chirp. In the case of
the TPPL instead, for ø> 100fs the experimental results are compatible with a
description of the TPA process given by equation [89, 174] :
TPA
ø>100/
Z
Eø(t )dt
Z
Eø(t ° t1)e°t1/TLTdt1 (5.1)
Where Eø(t ) represents the time varying electric field as a function of the pulse
duration ø that is controlled with the pulse shaper and TLT is the lifetime of
the intermediate state. A fit of the experimental TPPL data in Fig. 5.2 a using
Eq. (5.1) produced the cyan dashed curve in Fig. 5.2 a, which well describes
the behavior of the TPPL for pulses longer than 100 fs, yielding a lifetime TLT '
350fs. This value is in partial agreement with that found in [174] where the
measured lifetime was ' 600 fs for similar resonant nanostructures. Consid-
ering that there is an uncertainty in the quantities Eø(t ), as alreadymentioned
for the small discrepancy between the SH data and simulations, the value of
TLT ' 350fs is also affected by an error and should not be regarded as an abso-
lute number. As the main outcome of this section is not the perfect measure-
ment of the intermediate state lifetime, the conclusion can be drawn that the
data presented in Fig. 5.2 a for pulses longer than 100 fs are in general agree-
ment with previous findings.
However, Eq. (5.1) fails to describe the experimental points for pulse dura-
tions below 100 fs. This region can be assigned to the appearance of a coherent
regime in which the interaction of the two successive single photons with the
nanoantenna depends on the relative phase of the two photons. In the limit
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Fig. 5.2: a) Experimental dependence of the SH (black circles) and the TPPL from
a resonant 90 nm long gold nanoantenna (blue stars) on the total pulse duration ø,
changed by chirping a broadband laser pulse. The black dashed curve is the pre-
dicted behavior of the SH, which agrees well with the experiment. The cyan dash-
dotted curve corresponds to a fit to the TPPL for ø> 100fs using the model described
in the text fromwhichwe inferred a lifetime of the intermediate state TLF ' 350fs. For
pulses shorter than 100 fs a coherent regime develops. b) A sketch of the three differ-
ent regimes involved in TPA as a function of the pulse length. g, i, f are the ground,
intermediate and final states involved in the TPA respectively.
of ø< TLT, Eq. (5.1) predicts that the TPA is proportional to the time integral of
the pulse autocorrelation, a value that is independent of the spectral phase of
the laser pulse and therefore of the pulse duration. For very short laser pulses,
Eq. (5.1) needs to be modified to account for the spectral phase of the laser
field.
5.2.2 The very short pulse limit
Previous coherent control experiments in systems where the TPA is mediated
by a real transition, were mainly performed with pulse durations being much
shorter than the dephasing time of the intermediate state. Very narrow ab-
sorption lines in atoms [175, 176] or relatively broader absorptions (but still
narrower than the laser spectra) in rare earth systems [88] were studied. In the
experiment described here, the LSPR had a bandwidth comparable to that of
the laser field and a dephasing time of the order of the pulse duration. None of
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the previous cases is therefore directly applicable, even if the approximations
given in [88] might provide some basic understanding of the processes in-
volved in the case of very short laser pulses. Under the approximation that no
other plasmonic resonances exist at the two-photon energy, which is reason-
able for nanoantennas fabricated to be resonant with the fundamental laser
field, the TPA probability can be written as [88]:
TPA
ø<100/
ØØØØZd!Zd≠A(!)EA(!)EA(≠°!)ØØØØ2 (5.2)
Recalling the discussion of Chap. 3, the local field EA(!) is the incident elec-
tric field multiplied by the local response of the nanoantenna, i.e. EA(!) =
E0(!)A(!)e°i ['(!)+'A(!)]. Because the response of the nanoantenna is domi-
nated by the amplitude contribution, in this approximation the phase com-
ponent 'A(!) can be neglected.
In the limit of pulses shorter than the dephasing time of the intermediate
transition, Eq. (5.2) implies that the TPA does indeed depend on the phase of
the incoming electric field. Moreover, considering that A(!) is a real function,
the dependence of the TPA on the spectral phase of the laser field is similar to
that of the SHG (see Eq. (1.9)). Thismeans that in these limits, in the case of the
pulse duration experiment, the TPA probability recovers the ø°1 dependence.
In the graph of Fig. 5.2 indeed, for very small ø values, the behavior of the TPPL
in a resonant gold nanoantenna becomes similar to that of the SH intensity.
This finding supports the existence of a coherent regime in the limit of very
short pulses.
5.2.3 Coherent control of a single nanoantenna
Taken together, the two equations presented above (Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (5.1))
show that, for ø< TLT, two different regimesmay exist in the nonlinear absorp-
tion in resonant nanoantennas: (i) the coherent regime that develops for ultra-
short pulses, comparable to the plasmon dephasing time, for which the TPA is
sensitive to the spectral phase of the laser pulse; (ii) the incoherent regime, for
pulses longer than the plasmon dephasing time, but still shorter than the in-
termediate state lifetime. In this regime no dependence on the spectral phase
of the laser pulse is expected. A simple sketch of the different regimes involved
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Fig. 5.3: a) Broadband and narrowband excitation spectra used in the experiment. b)
Integrated SH MIIPS trace taken on a SH NP under broadband (red solid curve) or
narrowband excitation (blue dashed curve). c) Integrated TPPL MIIPS trace taken on
a resonant nanoantenna under broadband (red solid curve) or narrowband excitation
(blue dashed curve).
is reported in Fig. 5.2 b.
To confirm the existence of these regimes, we performed preliminary MI-
IPS experiments detecting the TPPL from a resonant nanoantenna, subject to
broadband (100nm) or narrowband (30nm) excitation respectively. The nar-
rowband excitation was obtained by selecting a portion of the laser spectrum
in the Fourier plane of the SLM, i.e. a 30nm band centered around 790nm.
The two excitation spectra are reported in Fig. 5.3 a. The pulses were com-
pressed to the FL, which yielded 17 fs and 63 fs for the broad and the nar-
rowband excitation conditions respectively. The results of one spectrally in-
tegrated MIIPS scan in the two different cases for a SH NP (detecting the SH)
and for a resonant nanoantenna (detecting the TPPL) are plotted in Fig. 5.3 b
and c respectively. TheMIIPS parameter ∞ (see Sec. 1.4) was set to 16 fs for the
broadband pulse and to 63 fs for the narrowband pulse. As shown in Fig. 5.3 b,
this choice ensured similar modulation depths in the integrated SH MIIPS
trace for the two cases. In other words, the signal variation (from the mini-
mum to the maximum) obtained in the SH case was comparable in the two
experiments and no net loss in the shaping capability was suffered. The inte-
grated TPPL MIIPS traces in the case of a resonant nanoantenna are reported
in Fig. 5.3 c. This graph demonstrates that the modulation depth obtainable
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by phase shaping the laser pulse was much smaller than for a SH NP, even
for the broadest spectral excitation. Moreover, changing from broadband to
narrowband excitation, almost completely eliminated the dependence of the
TPPL signal on the spectral phase of the laser pulse.
Although these results are still preliminary andmore experiments are nec-
essary to shed further light on this phenomenon, they support the interpreta-
tion given here as to the nature of the mechanisms governing the TPA process
in gold nanoantennas. For very short pulses (comparable to the plasmon de-
phasing time), the TPA probability depends on the relative phase of the pho-
tons involved in the absorption process. However, the TPPL modulation one
can inducewith phase shaping ismuch smaller than for a pure (not resonance
mediated) two-photon excitation process. Importantly, the phase shaping ca-
pability is completely lost for pulses that are longer than the plasmon dephas-
ing time but still shorter than TLT.
Furthermore, in contrast to SHG in NPs and TPA in QDs, the TPA in gold
nanoantennas presents a direct and intimate relation to coherence. Because
of the presence of the intermediate state, the TPA, despite being a nonlinear
process, is only sensitive to the spectral phase of the laser field for pulses that
are shorter than the plasmon dephasing time. By changing the bandwidth of
the excitation it is possible to switch from a coherent to an incoherent regime.
This unique property makes resonant gold nanoantennas perfect systems for
performingnanoscale nonlinear coherent control as itmakes it possible to dif-
ferentiate between coherent and incoherent interactions. A coherent control
experiment must make use of ultrashort (below 50 fs) laser pulses.
5.3 Closed loop coherent control of nanoantenna pairs
Based on the above discussion, this section extends the closed loop control
scheme developed in Chap. 4 to the coherent control of resonant nanoan-
tennas. The objective of a control experiment is often to change the relative
importance of different light-matter interactions. One of the the main appli-
cations of coherent control is indeed the steering of chemical reactions to-
wards a desired outcome, thus eliminating undesired reaction pathways [21–
23, 26, 142].
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Here, the goal is to design, and perform, a closed loop coherent control ex-
periment capable of separately addressing different nanoantennas. Eq. (5.2),
however, suggests that a blind closed loop optimization on the TPPL from a
single resonant nanoantenna would not accomplish this objective. In the co-
herent regime, the TPA probability is maximized for FL pulses (as in the case
of the SHG). Therefore, a MODS optimization would essentially temporally
compress the pulse, as already seen in Chap. 4 for QDs. However, the strong
dependence of the TPA on the LSPR (the term A(!)) gives the possibility of
controlling the relative TPA in two different systemswith amplitude responses
A1(!) and A2(!), by shaping the phase of the laser pulse. Tailored spectral
phases could enhance the TPA in certain nanoantennas, while inducing de-
structive interference and therefore removing TPA probability from undesired
ones.
A correctly designed coherent control experiment should therefore opti-
mize on the ratio between the TPPL emitted by two different nanoantennas
with different LSPRs. This TPAmaximization strategy is similar to the one used
in [147] on ensembles of different molecules.
5.3.1 Experimental details
In order to simultaneously excite, and detect, the TPPL from two different
nanoantennas, the optical setup described in Chap. 1 was slightly modified,
as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. In practice, the laser beam was focused from the top
of the microscope onto the sample using a low numerical aperture (NA=0.15)
objective, resulting in aª 8µmexcitation spot and therefore allowing two sep-
arated nanoantennas in one array to be excited at the same time. The TPPL
was collected from the bottom of the sample through a 1.4NA objective with
field of view of ª 100µm that could therefore collect the emission from both
the structures at the same time. The TPPL was consecutively sent to two dif-
ferent APDs after being separated by a beam-splitter. To reject the laser light
for both the APDs we used 680nm short-pulse filters. The combination of the
collection objective, the system of lenses that focused the light onto the APDs
and the physical size of the active area of the APDs was such that the APDs
received light form amuch smaller area than the excitation spot, roughly 1µm
in diameter. By slightly moving the two APDs in different directions it was
thus possible to align them on the TPPL emitted by different nanoantennas.
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Fig. 5.4: a) Sketch of the setup used for the coherent control on pairs of nanoanten-
nas. Two different nanoantennas are excited at the same time from the top of the mi-
croscope using a 0.15NA objective, their TPPL is collected from the bottom through
a 1.4NA objective, separated by a beam-splitter and detected by two different APDs.
By moving the APDs in opposite direction it is possible to align each of them on a
different nanoantenna.
Importantly, by operating the system in this configuration, the spatial resolu-
tion at the sample position was still high enough to produce high quality two-
dimensional images of the sample, as will be shown in the rest of the chapter.
As sketched in Fig. 5.5, the ratio between the signals from the two APDs,
i.e. the ratio between the TPPL from two different nanoantennas, was used
as feedback variable for the MODS algorithm, with the goal of optimizing the
nonlinear excitation of one nanoantenna with respect to the other, by chang-
ing the laser spectral phase and taking advantage of the subtle differences
in their coherent responses. The maximal control capability should be as-
sociated with systems that mostly differ in their relative resonance position.
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Feedback
loop
Fig. 5.5: Schematics of the experiment. Two different nanoantennas, with spectrally
detuned LSPRs are excited by a phase shaped laser pulse. The ratio of the emitted
TPPL is used as feedback variable for the MODS algorithm.
We therefore selected 90nm and 120nm nanoantennas to perform the closed
loop coherent control experiment on pairs of nanoantennas.
5.3.2 Control of the relative emission from two nanoantennas
The main result of this chapter, namely the closed loop coherent control of a
pair of 90nm and 120nm nanoantennas is presented in Fig. 5.6. Let the quan-
tities I90 and I120 be the TPPL emitted by the two nanoantennas. The goal of
the closed loop coherent control experiment was to find two spectral phases,
'(!)max and '(!)min, that maximized or minimized the ratio I120/I90, respec-
tively. As discussed in Sec. 5.2, this is only possible for ultrashort excitation
pulses. For this reason we started with FL pulses and allowed the MODS algo-
rithm to optimize the relative TPPL of the nanoantennas.
In the graph of Fig. 5.6 a, the ratio I120/I90 as a function of the algorithm
step for both the maximization and minimization experiments is shown. The
experimental data were normalized such that the initial I120/I90 value (cor-
responding to FL pulses) was equal to one. In both the maximization and
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Fig. 5.6: a) Ratio between the signal from a 120nm and a 90nm nanoantenna as a
function of the optimization steps made by the algorithm. The green points corre-
spond to the maximization of I120/I90 whereas the brown ones refer to its minimiza-
tion. b,c) Two dimensional TPPL images of the two nanoantennas takenwith'(!)max
and '(!)min respectively. Note that the TPPL maximum switches from the 120nm to
the 90nm nanoantenna. d) The ratio between images b and d emphasizes the con-
trast between the two nanoantennas
minimization experiments the ratio between the TPPL signals changed as the
spectral phase applied by the SLM varied. The spectral phases '(!)max and
'(!)min that maximized and minimized the ratio I120/I90 were determined in
only 160 steps, integrating 500ms per step. Let the quantity Imax120 and I
min
120
represent the TPPL intensity from the 120nm nanoantenna generated by the
application of the spectral phases'(!)max and'(!)min respectively (and anal-
ogous quantities for the 90nm one). The absolute contrast between the two
nanoantennas is defined as:
Imax120
Imin120
Imin90
Imax90
(5.3)
As one can see from Fig. 5.6 a, the total contrast achieved in the experiment
was approximately 2.
Fig. 5.6 b and c show TPPL images of the two nanoantennas acquired with
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the spectral phases '(!)max and '(!)min, respectively. The TPPL maximum
switched from one nanoantenna to the other upon application of the correct
spectral phase. The contrast can be further enhanced by computing the ratio
between the images Fig. 5.6 b and c, which is presented in Fig. 5.6 d. To pro-
duce this image, pixels in which the signal is lower than 200countss°1 were
discarded as they correspond to areas in which no nanoantenna was present,
and they were thus dominated by dark counts in the APDs.
The results of Fig. 5.6 demonstrate that closed loop phase control of the
TPA in pairs of plasmonic nanoantennas is possible. To emphasize the role of
coherence, it must be noted that the algorithm acted purely on the spectral
phase of the laser field, while the laser spectrum was kept constant. There-
fore, during an optimization, the laser was always resonantly driving both the
LSPRs of the two nanoantennas. Only in the coherent regime could the spec-
tral phase of the laser field selectively excite one or the other system. This find-
ings further support the hypothesis of: (i) the existence of a coherent regime
in which the spectral phase of the laser field can influence the TPA process;
(ii) the possibility of discriminating between different nanoantennas based on
their LSPRs, which allows a tailored laser field to maximize their relative TPA.
5.3.3 Coherent two photonmicroscopy
One of the applications of multiphoton coherent control is the selective exci-
tation of ensembles of different species of molecules and quantum dots [147,
160, 161, 177]. Based on the results of the previous section, the same concept
can be applied to the selective imaging of nanoantennas, with single structure
spatial resolution.
From Fig. 5.1, it can be noticed that the TPPL signal from nanoantennas
with the same nominal length fluctuated due to fabrication imperfections. It
is therefore important to establish if the coherent properties of the individual
nanoantennaswere also equally affected, or if the phases'(!)max and'(!)min
generated reproducible contrast in different 120 and 90nm pairs. The upper
image in Fig. 5.7 shows a ratio image (obtained with the same procedure as
for Fig. 5.6 d) of several different nanoantennas in a line pair. As can be seen,
switching from '(!)max to '(!)min produced a similar effect in most of the
90-120nm structures. In order to give a quantitative analysis, we calculated
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Fig. 5.7: The upper image is the ratio between the two-photon induced photolumi-
nescence images obtained with '(!)max and '(!)min respectively. 120nm nanoan-
tennas are brighter when using '(!)max, whereas 90nm ones are brighter when ex-
cited with '(!)min. The histogram on the bottom quantitatively analyses the ratio of
the TPPL of all the nanoantennas with the two different phases. The cyan and orange
curves superimposed on the histogram are fits to the data assuming a normal dis-
tribution. Note that in the histogram a full array of nanoantennas is considered for
the statistics (23 pairs, as one can see from Fig. 5.1 a), whereas in the upper image a
zoom on 17 pairs of nanoantennas is shown. Moreover, for some of the 90nm nano-
antennas the TPPL intensity emitted with '(!)min was so low that it is not taken into
account in the histogram graph.
the ratios between the total TPPL intensities produced by each nanoantenna
with the phases '(!)max and '(!)min respectively and reported them in the
histogram of Fig. 5.7. From two-dimensional TPPL images the total intensity
for each nanoantenna was calculated by summing up all the pixels in the cor-
responding diffraction limited spot. The histogram confirms the shift of the
distribution of the ratios for the different species, which can be better visual-
ized based on the fits to the data assuming a normal distribution function. It
should be noted that a higher level of control could be obtained for the 90nm
nanoantennas. By changing the spectral phase from '(!)min to '(!)max, the
TPPL from the 120nm nanoantennas increased by ª 1.12 whereas that from
90nm ones decreased by ª 1.76, and the total contrast was about 2. Despite
the inhomogeneity in the sample under study, the same contrast achieved in
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the single pair optimization was maintained over many nanoantennas, which
underlines that the LSPRs were only slightly affected by fabrication imperfec-
tions, in agreement with previous reports [119].
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Fig. 5.8: Two-photon induced photoluminescence images of an array of mixed
120nm and 90nm nanoantennas using '(!)min (a) and '(!)max (b). '(!)min hides
the message encoded in the array whereas '(!)max reveals the letter X.
To rule out improbable systematic errors in the image of Fig. 5.7, which
could be due to the specific arrangement of the nanoantennas in which the
120nm always appeared above the 90nm ones, we designed, and fabricated,
a different array where the two species of nanoantennas were mixed together.
In this array, 120nm nanoantennas were arranged such to form a X letter on
a background of 90nm ones. Fig. 5.8 shows TPPL images of such an array
recorded with '(!)max and '(!)min respectively. The application of '(!)max
by the SLM revealed the X, whereas '(!)min completely hid the message en-
coded in the array as all the nanoantennas emitted, within fabrication errors,
comparable amounts of TPPL.Multiphoton coherent control can thus be used
to extract sensitive microscopic information about different resonant species.
On the basis of Fig. 5.6, one could expect that the 90nm nanoantennas
should emit higher TPPL than the 120nm when using '(!)min, and therefore
to see a negative X image in Fig. 5.7 a. However, the complete switch of the
TPPL maximum did not occur for each nanoantenna pair in the sample. The
values reported in the histogram of Fig. 5.7 are the ratios ImaxA /I
min
A for differ-
ent nanoantennas in the investigated array and thus do not contain the in-
formation of the relative TPPL intensity of the 120nm and the 90nm species.
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The shift in the distribution should be interpreted as follows: 120nm nanoan-
tennas emitted higher TPPL when using '(!)max; 90nm ones emitted higher
TPPLwhen using'(!)min. This does not necessarily imply that the TPPLmax-
imumswitched form the 120nm to the 90nmnanoantennas by changing from
'(!)max to '(!)min. In the case of the pair shown in Fig. 5.6 this was indeed
the case and such pair was used to better represent the experimental concept.
In general however, in Fig. 5.8, the 120nmnanoantennas always emittedmore
or the same TPPL with respect to the 90nm species. Thus, even if the contrast
of about 2 was maintained on average in all the pairs, complete switch of the
TPPLmaximum did not occur in the case of the sample of Fig. 5.8.
5.3.4 Interpretation of coherent control
This section analyzes the outcome of the coherent control experiment, start-
ing from the discussion of Sec. 5.2. The excitation laser spectrum used, to-
getherwith the spectral phases'(!)max and'(!)min obtained aftermaximiza-
tion and minimization are shown in Fig. 5.9 a. The spectral phases were inde-
pendently measured using the method developed in Chap. 2, i.e. performing
MIIPS on SHNPs. In the same plot the blue and red dashed curves correspond
to the LSPR absorption profiles for the 90nm and 120nm nanoantennas, as
obtained from finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations, which con-
firm that the two species were indeed resonant with different sides of the laser
spectrum. These curves represent the intermediate states in the TPA process,
i.e. the terms A(!) in Eq. (5.2). From this plot it is apparent that the two spec-
tral phases'(!)max and'(!)min have symmetric behaviors with respect to the
positions of the LSPRs. Fig. 5.9 b gives a schematics of the level diagram and
the TPA process in the two nanoantennas. The TPA involves different possi-
ble pathways, as already discussed for the SH process (Sec. 1.4.1). If the laser
spectrum partially overlaps with a LSPR (as in the graph of Fig. 5.9 a), the ab-
sorption events that proceed through the LSPR are enhanced (solid arrows in
the sketch) with respect to the ones that are not fully resonant with the LSPR
(dashed arrows). This intuitive model captures the underlying coherent con-
trol process of the experiment described here.
To further understand the experimental results, Fig. 5.9 c and d show the
time-frequency representation, or Wigner representations [178] for the two
electric fields corresponding to the maximization and minimization case re-
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Fig. 5.9: a) Laser spectrum (shaded region), '(!)max (green curve) and '(!)min
(brown curve) as measured by MIIPS. The red and blue dashed curves are the res-
onance response of the 90nm and the 120nm nanoantennas as obtained by simula-
tions. b) Sketch of the level scheme and possible transition pathways for the TPA in
the nanoantennas. g, i, f are the ground, intermediate and final states respectively.
c,d) Time-frequency representation of the pulses corresponding to the maximization
andminimization case respectively.
spectively. From such representation, it is possible to visualize how the differ-
ent wavelength components of the electric field move in time. By summing
on the time axis of Fig. 5.9 c and d, one obtains the spectrum of the laser field,
whereas integration over the wavelength coordinate generates the time de-
pendent envelope of the laser pulse. The information included in this rep-
resentation however, is the same as that of the spectral phase and the laser
spectrum of Fig. 5.9 a together.
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In the spectral domain (vertical axis of the plots) one can see that in the
maximization case (Fig. 5.9 c), the red part of the laser spectrum is only slightly
distorted, as all the red wavelength components arrive simultaneously, while
the blue part is chirped, as can be deduced from the time shift between dif-
ferent wavelength components for wavelengths ∏ < 800nm. The opposite
situation is true for the minimization pulse. The effect of coherent control
in the experiment was thus to distort the pulse in the spectral region of the
unwanted LSPR and make TPA through the desired plasmon resonance more
favorable. In terms of the level diagram of Fig. 5.9 b, this spectral argument es-
sentially means that, in the maximization case, constructive interference was
induced among the most relevant absorption events for the 120nm nanoan-
tenna (represented by the red solid arrows). Destructive interference instead,
occurred among the less important processes for the 120nm nanoantenna
(the dashed red arrows), which correspond to the most relevant ones for the
90nmnanoantenna (blue solid arrows), leading to inefficient excitation of the
90nm nanoantenna. This is consistent with our findings that '(!)max maxi-
mized the ratio I120/I90 and '(!)min minimized it.
However, also the temporal characteristics of the pulses have to be taken
into account. As explained previously, phase control can only be achieved in
the limit of short pulses (within the coherent regime of Fig. 5.2), whereas for
longer pulses the spectral phase of the laser field has no effect on the TPA pro-
cess. Indeed, the pulses represented in Fig. 5.9 c and d are still very short, with
a total duration of less than 50 fs and the phase distortions are not very large.
Under these conditions the two laser pulses produced by the optimization ex-
periment could coherently interact with the nanoantennas, actively control-
ling their relative TPA.
As a final check that the interpretation given throughout this chapter is
consistent with the experimental results, it is possible to calculate the TPA
probability in the two different nanoantennas under excitation with the spec-
tral phases '(!)max and '(!)min by using Eq. (5.2), which describes the TPA
in the limit of short laser pulses. For doing so we used the simulated curves
for the LSPRs of the two nanoantennas shown in Fig. 5.9 a as the A(!) terms
in the equation. The calculated TPA probabilities were in good agreement
with the experiment, yielding Imin90 /I
max
90 = 2.0 for the 90nm nanoantenna and
Imax120 /I
min
120 = 1.3 for the 120nm one, with a total simulated contrast of ª 2.6.
Using Eq. (5.2) one therefore consistently finds that a higher level of control
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can be obtained for the 90nm nanoantenna than for the 120nm and the total
contrast is in good agreement with the experiment.
5.4 Conclusions
In summary, in this chapter I have addressed the two-photon absorption pro-
cess in resonant gold nanoantennas. The results shown here suggest that TPA
in these systems proceeds through a two-step process in which two succes-
sive single photon absorption events excite the system to its final state, in
agreement with previous reports. For laser pulses shorter than the lifetime
of the intermediate state (ª 350 fs in this case), the TPA dynamics can be di-
vided into a coherent and an incoherent regime. In the former, which is only
measurable for pulses shorter than 50 fs, the TPA is sensitive to the spectral
phase of the laser pulse and coherent control becomes possible. For pulses
longer than 50 fs instead, the fast decoherence associated to surface plasmons
completely cancels the dependence of the TPA on the spectral phase of the
incident field. In the second part of the chapter I have demonstrated the re-
alization of a closed loop coherent control experiment capable of working in
the coherent regime and of maximizing the ratio between the TPPL from two
different nanoantennas solely by shaping the laser spectral phase. This is a
conclusive demonstration of highly sensitive closed loop coherent control on
the nanoscale.
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Conclusion
Ultrafast nanophotonics deals with the study and control of light-matter in-
teractions at the femtosecond and nanometer scales. Simultaneously access-
ing these regimes gives the opportunity to unveil the ultrafast dynamical pro-
cesses, such as electronic coherence, energy transfer and vibrational motion,
governing the evolution of individual nanoparticles immediately after interac-
tion with photons. Controlling such evolution at will is the current challenge
in ultrafast nanophotonics and requires control over both the design and fab-
rication of nanoparticles and the electric fields used to excite them.
In this thesis I have described our efforts towards the active control of
light-matter interactions in different nanoparticles by using ultrashort laser
pulses. The results I have presented can be divided into two categories: (i) the
development ant test of experimental approaches capable of accessing the de-
sired phenomena; (ii) the application of such schemes to the investigation and
active control of coherent processes especially in plasmonic nanoantennas.
The practical realization of experiments that simultaneously achieve high
spatial and temporal resolution is particularly challenging. Our experimen-
tal choice, not the only possible one, was to use ultrashort phase-controlled
laser pulses in a high-resolution confocal microscope. By using non-resonant
second harmonic nanoparticles I have shown that this approach is suitable to
obtain full phase control of ultrashort pulses with sub-wavelength spatial res-
olution in the focus of the optical microscope. The subsequent demonstra-
tion of an effective closed loop optimization scheme capable of addressing
even single quantum emitters at room temperature, is the second experimen-
tal advance presented in the thesis. These findings constitute essential and
powerful tools for the control of light-matter interactions at the nanoscale.
In terms of new physical insights, the main results of the thesis were ob-
tained by applying our experimental schemes to resonant plasmonic nano-
antennas, whose unique properties make them very promising for nonlinear
Conclusion
and coherent studies. Throughout the thesis I have shown that new phe-
nomena, rarely explored so far, become visible when exciting these systems
with ultrashort phase-controlled pulses. Plasmonic nanoantennas are often
viewed as tools to connect propagating and very localized optical fields. At
the same time however, their nonlinear response to ultrashort pulses is in-
teresting by itself. I have shown that different colors at the second harmonic
wavelength canbe producedby the nanoantennas depending on their specific
resonance. This special property, combined with precise phase shaping, gives
the possibility of mapping the localized surface plasmon resonances and at
the same time can be applied to a novel multicolor second harmonic imaging
technique. I have then demonstrated that the two-photon absorption process
in resonant gold nanoantennas is intrinsically suitable for ultrafast coherent
control. Very short pulses have the potential to access the fast decaying co-
herence of the surface plasmons and to actively control the relative excitation
between different nanoantennas.
Ultrafast nanophotonics is a field in action. Several research groups are
currently focusing on the investigation of ultrafast light-matter interaction at
the nanoscale, with the ultimate objective of actively controlling them. In par-
allel, great advances in nanotechnology are continuously made all over the
world on a daily basis. In this context, the results presented here are relevant
in multiple ways. On the one hand a complete toolbox to investigate nano-
objects with ultrashort pulses and to perform highly sensitive coherent con-
trol experiment has been demonstrated. On the other hand plasmonic nano-
antennas have been shown to be particularly suitable for nanoscale coher-
ent control with applications in the field of multiphoton and selective imag-
ing. New exciting routes might open in the field of nanophotonics led by the
progress in nanotechnology and the growing ability of researchers to manip-
ulate ultrafast nanoscale dynamics using light. This thesis has given a contri-
bution to this fascinating field
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